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1. INTRODUCUON 
THIS PAPER assembles some evidence toward the conjecture (see [II, Conjecture 121) that 
the root invariants of pi-periodic elements of n”, contain u, , + , -periodic elements (see 92 for 
definitions). We relate the root invariant of px to the root invariant of I, and for 
x~n,(M(p)) we relate the root invariant of o,x to the root invariant of X. 
In our statements of results we use certain Toda brackets to represent multiplication by 
v,+ L on spectra that have only c,-self maps. We take advantage of dimensional restrictions 
on R(X); because of the cell structure of (BI,)(,,,, I R(x)1 - 1x1 5 0 or - I (mod 4). We prove 
the following theorem. 
(i) I/ 1 R(x)1 - I.YJ E - I (mot1 y), r/tPn (/; p, ak ) n R( pk.u) # 4 or R ( pkx) is in CJ higher 
dimmsion thun (J p, a, ). 
(ii) fflR(x)l - I.x( z 0 (nrodq), fhcn ak_f6 R(p’x). or R (p’x) is in (1 higghrr dimemion than 
ak_f 
We compute, as a corollary to the proof of Theorem 1.1, the root invariants of the degree 
p’ map on the sphere (this result is already known, set [12, 143). 
COROLLARY 1.2. akc R(pkl)jor p > 2. 
Our other main result is an analogous statement about the root invariant on the 
homotopy of the modp Moore spectrum, M(p). We denote by & the element in 
EM(p). M(fdl,,+l,k,-,- 1 that is related to Dk (see Section 4 for a precise definition of &). We 
state here a corollary of more technical results from Section 4 that describe R(u: x) in terms 
of R(x). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let p be a prime greater than 3. Let XEZ, M(p). Then eirher 
(Bk-lv 019 R(u,x)) n R(u:x) f 0 or lR(u’i.4 > I(&-, ,UI, R(u,x))l. 
The methods of proof of the result above can also bc used to calculate the root invariant 
of the ak’s (a result known to Mahowald and Ravenel [12]). 
COROLLARY 1.4. /Ike R(q)@ p > 3. 
We can also show Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.4 that R(a,,,,)E/lplZ. We would like to 
extend this to a theorem about R(cq,), but the best we can do right now is an algebraic 
statement about the root invariant on Adams-Novikov E2 terms, with which we can give 
a bound on the dimension of the R(a,,,)‘s. 
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THEOREM 1.5. For p > 3, p,j’s, either /.I _,A,~ +, E R(x+ 
apply these homology calculations to examine root 
invariants on Z/pk Moore spaces and to prove Theorem 1.5 estimating R(r,,,). The proof of 
Theorem 1.5 uses results from $3 and $4. but the rest of 45 dcpcnds only on some of the 
results in $2.3. 
In $6 we use calculations in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for rrz and the 
results of $3 and $4 to establish that R(ap12) = /jp,*. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In $2.1 we set notation and recall some standard definitions. In 92.2 we recall Lin’s 
theorem and define the root invariant. We also discuss some properties related to the 
indeterminacy in the root invariant. In $2.3 we compute the Brown-Peterson homology of 
BZ/p, and then BC, using the stable splitting of BZ/p. We go on to compute the BP- 
homology of stunted BEis. 
In $2.4 we give tables of some low dimensional groups [X. Y], where X and Y are either 
spheres, Moore spaces or Toda V(l)‘s. We don’t give details of these computations but 
provide the information needed to duplicate them. These results are used mainly in $4 for an 
obstruction theory argument. 
In 92.5 we describe a spectral sequence that we then use to calculate a small part of the 
filtration 1 piece of the Adams-Novikov EZ-term for the stable homotopy of stunted BEis. 
This calculation is used in $4 to detect the root invariant of ri for p > 3. 
2.1. Notation 
We will work at an odd prime p, and q will represent the integer 2p - 2. All of our work 
(except for the arguments explicitly involving bundles in 92.3) will take place in a suitable 
homotopy category of p-local spectra. We will write n,(X) for p-local stable homotopy of 
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X and will write rr’, for the p-local stable homotopy of So. When necessary, we use the 
convention that localization of A at p is denoted A,, and completion of A at p is denoted A;. 
We write M(pk) for the modp’ Moore spectrum, so we have the following cofibre 
sequence: 
We will use i for i,, j forj, and 6 for 0. We denote the Adams map IqM(p) 4 M(p) inducing 
multiplication by u, in BP-homology by LX, and the cofibre of s[ by V(1). We then have the 
following cofibre sequence: 
i’ 
zqM(p)---+ = bf(P) - V(l)- ” iYq+‘M(p), 
where BP,(V(I)) = BP,/(p, L’,). In $5 we will write V,(l) for the cofibre of a’, so 
BP,(V,(I)) = @*I(P, 4). 
We write 
j3: zp+ ‘)qV( 1) + V( 1) 
for the self map of V(1) inducing multiplication by v2 in Brown-Peterson homology, and 
occasionally 6’ for i’j’. Recall that the element known as Z,EX$_ 1 is given by 
i 
p-1. x’q- 1 M(p)zb Z-%f(p)-b, 
s and the eiemcnt known as /It E 7t(, + I,qlr -q- z is given by 
l’i It' 
SIP+ II&-q-2 _~(~+Ihk-q-Zy(1)- c-q-2 Y(,)li’SO. 
It is well known that at is in the image of J. and is detected in filtration 1 of the 
Adams-Novikov spectral scquencc; /I,, is dctcctcd in the second filtration of the 
Adams-Novikov spectral scqucncc [ 163. 
We will write 
[p](_U) = .Y f CiX’(p-‘) 
i-0 
for the p-series for the universal p-typical formal group law over BP,. Each ci is in BP,,. 
co = p, and by [16, A2.2.43. c, = o, and cp+, z v2 (modp). Also, 
c2 zcC3~...~cp-_=0 (modp). 
We remind the reader of the definition of Toda brackets. For 
such that pea 2 a0 r 2: +, p extends to the mapping cone of a and E:s lifts to the mapping 
cone of a. 
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The Toda bracket (T, u, p) is defined to be the set of all 50 T making the diagram above 
commute. Hihger Toda brackets (fJI, . . . , f..f. + 1 ) are defined by replacing C(a) by 
a space with a filtration so that/,, . . . .f. become the relative attaching maps. See [4] for 
more details, 
Recall that stably, BC, splits off of BZ/p as a wedge summand. Briefly, this is because the 
map 
BZlp + BZ., 
induced by inclusion of the p-Sylow subgroup has a section given by l/(p - l)! times the 
transfer. This gives a splitting 
as well. 
(BZ/p)“/(BZ/p)‘- ’ + (BXJ”/‘(BE,)‘- ’ (1) 
We will henceforth abbreviate (BE,)“/(BC,)k-l by Pl. Note that Pi is (k - I)-connected 
and has no cells in dimensions higher than n. 
Now by [6] 
(BZ/p)‘” +‘/( BZ/P)‘~ +’ u lEr(BZ/p)2”/(BZ/p)” 
if p”-‘lr. By using the splittings given in (I) we find 
if p”-‘lr. Hence for ---co < k 2 n < 00 by taking r so that k + r > 0 and p”-‘lr we can 
define 
Pzn Zk+ I 
= x-rpzn+r 
2k+ I +r. (2) 
To dcfinc P: whcrc m is not ncccssarily odd and n is not ncccssarily cvcn we can use (2) and 
take appropriate skclcta or quotient complcxcs. 
We can also dcfinc inclusion maps P; + P;” by taking appropriate desuspcnsions and 
projection maps P; 4 P;+, similarly. WC leave it to the rcadcr to check that thcsc arc all 
well defined up to homotopy. 
We write P”_ ,u for &I P;. Similarly o Pk or PI, denote hm P;. In this notation 
n. 
Recall that 
. P; = P,, = BZ:,. 
H*Wlp; FP) = Et.4 63 F,Cyl 
where 1x1 = 1 and lyl = 2. By the stable splitting of BZ/p, H*(BE,; FP) is a summand of 
H*(BZ/p; FP) as a module over the Steenrod algebra, and a sub-algebra. It follows that 
H*(B&,; FJ = E(x),“-~) @ F,[yP- ‘1. 
Hence, 
&W,: &,,I = 
z/p n=1q- I.1 >o 
o 
else. 
(3) 
From this we conclude that BX,. after localization at p of course, has a CW-structure 
with one cell in each dimension congruent to 0 or - I (modq) and no cells in other 
dimensions. So P; has a cell in each dimension r congruent to 0 or - I (mod q) such that 
k5;rsin. 
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2.2. The root invariant 
The root invariant at a prime p is defined via Lin’s theorem (Gunarwatdena’s for p > 2) 
[lo, Theorem 1.21, [l]. Lin showed that there is a tower of spectra and compatible maps 
$_.: s-1 -, P_, 
P-k 
/_ 
p-3 
2 1 
/
IL- 
p-2 
7 
1 
s-1 rL-I 
p-1 
such that the map 
S-’ 
y lim 
--p-k 
is p-completion. If as above we take a p-local CW-structure for P: so that P: has one cell in 
each dimension congruent to 0 or - I (mod y) bclwccn k and I, then P-k = P-k _, unless 
k=Oor - 1 (mody), so henceforth WC will lcavc out the other P-k’s in our towers. 
We can get a tower similar to the one above by smashing with X, 
P-k A x 
1 
/ : 
*-.A I i 
/ 
P_,-, A x 
/” 1 $-,-I * 1 
/ 
P_, A x 
,‘-,< 1 
(4) 
Lx-‘X - P_,hX 
and if X is finite, Lin’s theorem implies that the map 
ly A I lim 
-TP-k h X 
is also p-completion [7, Theorem A]. This gives a decreasing filtration of n,(X) by taking 
Fin,(X) = ker(n,(X) + n,(ZP-, A X)). 
Because the map to the inverse limit is p-completion, n FI = 4. 
To define the root invariant of an element XEK,(X), take r to be the smallest number 
such that x4 F,, i.e. 
.x 
ti s’-‘-x-‘X&P-,,_,, A x 
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is null, but 
is essential. Then ($_, A 1)0x lifts to Z-‘X, the fibre of P_, A X + P-(,-r, A X. The root 
invariant of x, for which we write R(x), is defined to be the set of such lifts. 
Definition 2.2.1. For x as above, we say that x is detected by the -r cell in P?,. 
This definition is motivated by an alternative approach to the root invariant. If we filter 
P_“, as follows: 
P_“,-+*. '-rPLD-,-b P," + Pkm+* '. '+ *, 
and then apply n,( .) to the resulting cofibre sequences, we get a spectral sequence with 
EO or -1 (modq) 
By definition, this spectral sequence is the spectral sequence obtained by taking the inverse 
limit over k of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for x,(P?‘~). It is a consequence of 
Lin’s theorem that this spectral sequence converges to n,((S-‘);). 
Now given x E n,_ , (S - ‘), the image of x in n,_ 1 (S - ‘); will be detected in 
El, I . _, precisely when $-,0x is essential and I,+_,+, 0 x is null. Furthermore, the set of 
elements of El,,,_, detecting x is the set of all elements/En,_ ,(S -‘) such that 
/ St-I-S-’
11 1 
S- lhp_, 
commutes. In other words, x is dctcctcd by R(x) G 7~,_ I(S-‘) = El,.,_ ,. We will use this 
formulation of R(x) in $6. 
One advantage of this approach to the root invariant is that it makes the connection 
between the root invariant and the EHP spectral sequence asier to describe. The Snaith 
maps [I93 
Q2”SZ” &(-)2n+l,Zn+l H _(-)Zn+ lSZpn+ I 
1 1 1 
QBC, W-l)_ QBX6”4’ - QSnq 
and 
Q2n-lS2n-l~ f)2mS^ln &*ZnsZpn- 1 
1 1 1 
Q% (W- IW _ QB-$“4 - 1) - P QSW- 1 
give a map from the exact couple for the EHP spectral sequence to the exact couple for the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for n,(BX:,) (appropriately regraded). Now informa- 
tion in the root invariant spectral sequence can be translated using James periodicity 
(equation 2) to information in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for IK+(BC,,). Hence 
it is possible to use the root invariant to draw conclusions about the EHP spectral sequence. 
We state here some properties of the root invariant we will use in $3 and $4. First we 
need to note that if X is a p-local finite torsion spectrum, then Xi= X. 
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LEMMA 2.2.2. Suppose X is a p-localfinite torsion spectrum. Then 
p:;-’ A x+y’xLG p-“” * x 
is a cojibre sequence. 
Proo/: This follows from taking cofibres of the horizontal maps in 
x- ‘X up?” A x 
1= I= 
P_‘, A x- P-“, A x 
and the fact that the fibre of P?, -+ P_“, is PI:-‘. 
Now the root invariant is defined in terms of lifts 
/=yx 
S r-‘-!Q=+P_” *x -Pp_“+, /y x 
cl 
(5) 
for the cofibre sequence 
x-“x -, P_, A x - P_“, , A x. 
We note that thcrc is a map of cofibrc scqucnccs 
x-‘P _“+I A x 4 P:,“._k A x d P-,-j, A x 4 P_“+, A x 
1 1 1 1 
z-‘P_,+, A x -+ x-“x d P_, A x -, Pm”+, A x. 
We will need to know that given any lift/in diagram (5), one can find a compatible liftr 
A x +P_n+l A x 
so that {composed with the projection PI,“_, A X -. Z-“X is5 More precisely, we have 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Suppose Y- = P-“, A X satisfies 
YLP-“, A x-rP,91 A x 
is null. Given anyj Y + P!, A X so that 
/ 
Y -P”, A x 
lx 1 
P_“, Ax- P_“, A x 
commutes, then for any 0 5 k < CO there is a map fsuch that 
/ 
Y -P”, A x 
11 l- 
!?,_1, A x- P’z, A x 
(7) 
(8) 
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and 
both commute. 
(9) 
Proof: For each k there is a cofibre sequence 
c-‘Pm+, A XAPm,_r A x”- P_,_, A x --, P,+1 A x. (10) 
By (7) in the hypothesis, there exists a map 8: Y + P’T,_t A X making (9) commute. Let 
g be the composite YAP!!,_, A X --, P’!!, A X. By the hypothesis on j and the com- 
mutativity of (9), 
YY-/.p?” ,, X’e. P_“, A x 
is null. Therefore (y -/) lifts across the map A0 in (10) to a map 
V: Y-+x-‘Pm+, A x. 
Set 7= j - Atv. Then diagram (9) commutes for 7 since lkA1, 2 +, and diagram (8) 
commutes because C-‘P,,, A X&P”,+ A x -. PT’, A X is the same as Ao. cl 
Clearly WC can gut lifts as in diagram (6) by applying Lemma 2.2.3 to the map 
(‘y A l)<>x. 
In this section we calculate BP,(X) where X is P;, a stunted form of BZ:,. Our plan is as 
follows. We write LIZ/p as an S’ bundle over CP”. Then we use the behavior of the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence to deduce BP,(BZ/p) from BP,(CP”). We then use 
the stable splitting of BP,(BZ/p) and the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence to read off 
BP,(BI,) from BP,(BZ/p). Finally we deduce BP,(P,“) for general k and n by a cellular 
argument. 
These results are well known, and we only use the notation and the answer in 
subsequent sections, so the knowledgeable reader is invited to skip this section. 
To calculate BP,(EZ/p) we need to compare BZ/p to CP”. We first note that since Z/p 
is the cokernel of the times p map on Z, we have the following pullback square: 
WP - ES 
1 
In 1 
CP”ACP” 
(11) 
where we use AP to denote the pth power map in the multiplication on CP”. 
So BZ/p is the same as the S’ sub-bundle of the pth tensor power of the canonical line 
bundle, 1, over CP”. The vertical maps in (11) are S’ bundles, so their cofibres are the 
Thorn spectra of the associated complex line bundles. Hence we get a map of cofibre 
sequences: 
BZ/P -2+CP”--L(CP”)“~ 
1 1 4 1 (12) 
ES’ -CP”- (CP”)“. 
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LEMMA 2.3.1. The cofbrarion 
BZIP &CP”L(CP=‘)“’ 
induces a short exact sequence in BP’, 
BP-IS) m-w 
0 + BP*(CP”)” - BP*(CP”) - BP*(BZ/p) -, 0 
and the kernel of BP*(x) is the ideal generated by [p](x). 
Proofi BP*(s) is given by taking a class in BP*(CP”)““, applying the Thorn isomor- 
phism, and then multiplying in BP*(CP”) by the Thorn class of Lp. Since BP*(CP”) is an 
integral domain, it follows that BP*(s) is injective. This shows exactness. 
By definition, [p](x) = BP*(A,)(x). where x is a degree 2 complex orientation for BP 
and hence BP*(CP”)= BP*[Ixj]. Now by diagram 12, Apox% so 
(Cpl(-10) E WBP*(4). 
To see that ([p](x)) = ker(BP*(n)) is the same as showing ([p](x)) = Im(BP*(s)). To 
see this examine the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. This spectral sequence collapses 
for both the domain and range of s. so by calculating the ordinary homology of s, it is 
obvious that the map on the associated graded (with the filtration induced by the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequcncc) is onto with kernel the ideal generated by p. If 
([p](x)) # ImBP*(s). then the map on the associated graded terms would have to have 
a bigger kcrncl. 0 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. 
IJ/Ul 
BP,(BZIp)=BP,(d,,dJ . ...) c c,d,_,,:rrO,t,odd 
I-O > 
where the cl’s ure the coeflkients in the p-series (see $2.1). 
ProoJ The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for EP*(CP”) and BP*((CP”)“‘) 
collapse at Et for dimcnrional reasons. Because these spaces have torsion free homology, 
the spectral sequences are also free over Z,,,. Therefore the duality between the homology 
and cohomology Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences shows that the map 
BP,(CP”) + BP,((CP”)“‘) is just the dual of the map on BP+. So we have a short exact 
sequence 
BP,(CP”) w BP,((CP”)*‘) + BP,(XBZ/p). 
If we take xi to be the generator of BP,,(CP”) dual to x’ and y, to be the generator of 
BP,,((CP”)“‘) dual to the generator of BP*((CP”)“‘) that is sent to x’-‘[p](x) by BP*(s), 
then 
I+?1 
BPJW,) = c ciy,-,,. 
f-0 
Hence as a BP,-module. BP,(BZ/p) is free over BP, with relations given by BP,(s)(x,) 
for each t, i.e. 
BP*(BZ/p) = BP*(d,.d,. dg.. . .) 
I( 
[WI 
C cid,-oi: t L 0, I Odd ( 
i-0 ) 
where di is a generator in dimension i. and is the desuspension of the image of y,,+ ,,,2.0 
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Now since BZ, is a summand of BZ/p and (3) in $2.1 tells us how the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for BE, splits off of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for BZ/p we 
conclude 
BP,(B&,) = BP, (b,, bzr b,, . . . )1(,x cibt-i, t 2 0) 
where the image of bi in BP,(BZ/p) is d,i_ 1. 
An analogous argument for CP” allows us to compute that 
M/q1 
BP,((BZ/p)‘“) = BP, (d,, d3, . . . , dz”_ 1) 
I’( 
C Cidr_qi: 0 5 t I Zn - 1 . 
i=O > 
We then have the following lemma. 
LEMMA2.3.3. BP,(Pj;‘_\‘q)=BP+(b,,6,+ ,,..., b,+L) 
I( 
i c,b._,:t<nSt+k . 
i=O ) 
Remarks. Because BEp only has ceils in dimensions congruent to 0 or - 1 (mod 
can deduce BP,(P;“) when 1 and m are not 
For from cofibre sequence 
$I- I)q + p;;_c;;; 4 p&:)9 4 s”- Ijq+ 1 
and the sparseness of BP,. we see that 
LW,(P/:_c:$ = BP*(s”-“y$ BP,(P;;‘:‘q). 
Also, bccausc Bf’, commutes with direct limits, Lemma 2.3.3 gives the correct answer 
for k = 00, It dots not give a correct answer for r = - CCI. 
2.4. Homotopy groups 
For arguments presented in $4, we’ll need to know the groups [M(p). M(p)],, 
CM(P), Vl)l,* CUlb M(p)l,, and C“(l), V1)1, in a range of dimensions for p 2 5. We 
calculate these groups using known values of rr”, and the cofibre sequences defining M(p) 
and Y(1). 
LEMMA 2.4.1. Thefollowing table describes nz for k < 2(p + I)q - 2 whenever that group 
is not 0. 
Stem Generators Group 
0 
q-1 
2q - I 
3q - 1 
(p - l)q - 1 
Pcl - 2 
P4 - 1 
(p + I)q - 3 
(p+l)q-1 
(P + 2)Y - 1 
(2/l - I)q - I 
av - 1 
Zi, 
ZIP 
ZAP') 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
Z/W) 
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These groups can be computed by imitating the proof for p = 5 in [16, $7.51 for low 
dimensions. 
The only entry in this table not described in 42.1 is aPit. In general xkpIt is given by the 
composite j2 0 2” oi2, where i2 and j2 are as in 92.1 and a’: M(p’) + M(p’) induces 
multiplication by of on BP,. z’ is the same as the map A2 defined in [lS, Theorem 6.21. 
LEMMA 2.4.2. The following table describes ~~(M(p))for k < (2p + 1)q - 2. 
Stem Generators Group 
0 
q-1 
4 
2q - I 
24 
(,-I,,-1 
(P - I)q 
PQ - 2 
P4 - 1 
f)pq+ I)q-3 
(P + I)q - 2 
(P + IJq - 1 
(P + I)q 
(P + 2)q - 1 
t/-J + 2)q 
(p - I)q - I 
(2P - I)q 
2Pq - 1 
2Pq 
i 
6ai 
ai 
da’i 
a2i 
&6-‘i 
aP- Ii 
6jJi’i 
jbi’i. 6,. , z’i, 
api 
6jfii’Sai or daSj/Ji’i 
jai’Sai or djfli’i 
Sap+ ‘i 
(XC* Ii 
Sap l ‘i 
aP+Zi 
,rzZb- ti 
aZP-li 
a,, , a”i2 
azpi 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
Z/P 
GP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
UP @ ZIP 
ZIP 
UP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
zip 
ZIP 
UP 
ZIP 
Note: The map S2, 1 used to denote a generator of the pq - I stem is the composite ilj2. 
Proo/: These results follow from the previous lemma and the exact sequence in 
homotopy groups 
JwO) 9. 7rt(S0)L 7r#f(p))J+ Bk(S’)L nk(S ’ 1. Cl 
LEMMA 2.4.3. The following tables describes [M(p), M(p)& for k < (2p + 1)q - 3. 
Stem Generators Group 
-1 
0 
q-2 
q-1 
4 
2q - 2 
2q - I 
h 
3q - 2 
3q - I 
P4 - 3 
6 
I 
626 
62. a6 
6iz* 
62’. a’6 
2’ 
Sa’S 
62’. a’6 
Sjpi’S 
ZIP 
ZIP 
VP 
ZIP CB ZIP 
VP 
Z/P 
ZIP CD ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
Z/P @ ZIP 
ZIP 
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Stem Generators Group 
P4 - 2 
P4 - 1 
:;+ 1)q - 4 
(p + I)q - 3 
(p+ Ih-2 
(p + I)q - I 
(p + I)q 
(p + ?)q - 2 
(P + Zlq - 1 
(P + ?)q 
CP - I)q 
?pq - 2 
2Pq - 1 
2q 
z~P03z/Pc3zlp 
ZJ'P a3 UP03 zip 
ZIP 
Z,'P 
Z,P@Z,'P 
Z.'P @ zip 
Z.‘p f3 Zip 
Z,'P 
zip 
Z,'P CD Z,'P 
Zip 
Z)P 
ZIP 
zip CB ZIP 
ZIP 
Note: IffEn,(M(p)), then?denotes the unique M(p) module spectrum map extending/to 
a self map of M(p). We write S,.2 for i2j,. 
Proofi We prove this by using the exact scqucncc 
This scqucnce is split, though not canonically. To get an clement of [M(p), M(p)], from an 
element of nJM(p)) we do one of two things. If our element of n,.(bf(p)) is written as xoi, 
then we just take XE [Al(p), M (p)lk. Otherwise we extend our element/E n,(M(p)) to the 
module_?:E CM(p), M(p)lk. cl 
For the next two tables it is useful to know a little about relations among products ofself 
maps M(p) containing more than one a or 6. 
LEMMA 2.4.4. We hme the following relations involving 6 and Q: 
(i) S2 z t 
(ii) a2S 2: 2aSa - Sa’. 
Proof (i) is clear from the definition of S. To see (ii), let i. = zS - Sa. From the proof of 
[IS, Theorem IS] or [18, Lemma 23 we know that A. commutes with a. Therefore 
a’S = a(aS) 
= a(% + 62) 
= 1.a + aSa 
= aSr - Sz2 + aSa 
= 2zSa - &x2. 0 
LEMMA 2.4.5. Thejbllowing table describes [M(p), V( l)]k/or k < (2~ + l)q - 3. 
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Stem Generators Group 
-1 
0 
q-2 
P-1 
P4 - 3 
P4 - 2 
P4 - 1 
(p+ I)q-4 
(P + 1)q - 3 
(P + I)q - 2 
(P + I)q - I 
(P + I)q 
(P + 2)q - 2 
(P + 214 - 1 
zpq - 2 
2Pq - 1 
ib 
i 
i&5 
i’ba 
i’lsj’Bi’6 
Z/P 
Z,‘p 
Z,‘p 
z,‘p 
zip 
Z,P @ ZIP G3Z.P 
zip $ Z,‘p 
Z,‘P 
zip a3 z, P 
Z,‘P 
ZI’P 
ZIP 
z:p 
zip 
Z/P 
UP 
Proofi We map out of M(p) to the cofibre sequence 
cqbr( P) --Lv(p)-+ l'(l)4 Cq+‘M(p). cl 
We will also need to know a few of the groups [V(l), AI(p) We write DX for the 
Spanier-Whitehead dual of the finite spectrum X. In order to compute [V(l). M(p)] notice 
that p on So is self-dual, as is z on M(p), so DM(p) = X-‘M(p) and DV(I) = Z-q-2V(l). 
Therefore 
[VI). M(P)l, = lIbf(P). vl)lk+,+,. 
LEMMA 2.4.6. The tahlr/ollowin~g descdx~s [V(I). V(l)& /or k < 2pq - 4. 
Stern Gcncracors Group 
-q-2 
-q-l 
-I 
0 
q-2 
q-1 
(P - I)q - 4 
(P - I)q - 3 
(P - I)q - 2 
P4 - 5 
Pq - 4 
Pq - 3 
P4 - 2 
P4 - 1 
(P + I)q - 4 
(P + I)q - 3 
(P + l)q - 2 
(P + I)q 
(P + 2)q - 2 
(P + aq - 1 
(2P - I)q - 3 
(2p - I)q - 2 
2Pq - 2 
2Pq - 1 
F/W. id,, , z'ij' 
i’&‘l?i’6aSi 
if i’bj’fii’da = 0: 
i5j’/?. /?i’Si. more if i’s,, ,r’S,,,z = 0 
j?S’, Kg. more if i’s, , a’i,r = 0 
w 
-_ 
Pi’SzSf. i’cSj/li’Jz. J’/KdaS 
6’/?i’c5z 
P 
pi’sa 
Z/P 
ZIP 
ZIP 
zip 
ZIP 
ZIP 
Z/P 
ZIP a3 ZIP a3 ZIP 
ZIP 03 Z,‘P 
ZIP 
ZIP 
Z/P 
at least Z/p @ Z/p 
al least Z/p @Z/p 
Z/P 
ZIP a3 ZIP 63 ZI’P 
ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
UP 
Z/P 
zip 
z,‘p 
ZIP 
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In this table, iflEnt thenfmeans an extension to an element of [M(p), X], using the 
M( p)-module structure on X. IfjE [A4 (p), V(l)], then?means an extension to an element of 
[V(l), V(l)lr using the V(I) module structure on V(1). 
Proof: We compute by mapping the cotibre sequence defining V(l), 
cqM( p) LM(p)L V(l)LP +‘M(p) 
into V(1). 0 
2.5. Adams-Novikov spectral sequence calculations 
In order to detect the root invariants of xi in $4, we will need some information about 
Extib&(BP,, BP,(P,,_,). To deduce this information we will examine the spectral se- 
quence obtained from filtering BP,(Ptq_ 1) by the image of BP,(P:~c~q) and then taking 
ExtI$~&U’,:). 
The maps 
BP*(P:,L:::,y_ I)4BP*(P,t+r,q-*)-+BP*(P,I+,+I,q-,) 
form a short exact sequence, so by applying the functor Ext&&(EP,. *), we get a sequence 
of interlocking long exact scqucnccs. and hcncc a tri-graded spectral sequence with 
so E ;.‘.” = 0 ifs > -k or f < --s (or u c -ys - I). 
P -1 “.I.” =- Ext~;;>;j.(uP*, .!lP*P,,_ ,), 
The spectral scqucncc has been indexed so that for fixed u it is an ordinary bigradcd 
cohomology spectral sequcncc. It is 0 outside of a region of the plane that for k = 0 is the 
second quadrant plus the region above the diagonal in the third quadrant. We will 
frequently omit u from our notation, The spectral sequence converges because for fixed u, 
any group in the E, term is finite, and for fixed u there are only finitely many non-zero 
groups along any diagonal. 
We are only interested in ExtAbT&BP+, BP,( Ptq _ , )), so will only consider Ef+ I- -’ and 
E:* -‘. In fact all we will need to know for $4 is that certain elements of El+ ‘, -’ are not the 
images of any differential. 
To determine this, the only differentials we will actually have to compute are certain d,: 
E;. -= + E, ‘+‘.-‘-r+‘. To compute d, for example, we proceed as usual: 
let .VE Ei*-’ = Ext$.zBp(BP,, BP,C-q’-lM(p)) 
= I:-“‘-‘F&Q] 
so x = L{. Then db_, is the image of x in BP,(P_,,_,). Pull this element back to an 
element of BP,(P_,,_,- I)r for example r{ b_, understood as an element of BP,(/‘_,,_,- ,). 
Now take the reduced coaction on this element, and pull the resulting cocycle in the cobar 
complex back to a cycle generating a class of 
I+ I. -I 
El = Ext;+JBP,, BP,):-q’-q-‘M(p)). 
To make this computation we must know the diagonal of biEBP,(P,,-,-I). More 
generally, we require the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.5.1. If b+E BP,(P,,+, -tq _9- , ) is the generator in dimension tp’q - I using our 
notation in 92.3, then the coaction on brp is gicen by 
$(br,+) = 1 @b,+ + t.(--c~)~t, ah,-k-1. 
Proof We will deduce this by comparing the coaction on P; to the coaction on CP”. 
In [3], it is shown that if i. is the canonical complex line bundle over CP’ then 
(Cpj)k* = CP:+~, 
where CP/” is the cotibre of the natural inclusion CP’-’ -+ CPj”. This also allows us to 
define CP:+’ for k any i t g n e er by using the appropriate Thorn spectrum. 
Similarly if L,, is the pullback of i. to the 2j skeleton of BZ/p then 
((BZ/p)“)‘“’ = (BZ/p)ji + Zk, 
and by the Thorn theorem, the natural map 
((BZ/p)“)‘““ + (CP’)‘” 
has the same effect on Brown-Peterson cohomology as the map 
(BZ/p);:+” + CP:‘+” 
induced by n in Lemma 2.3.1. If we pinch out the bottom cell in the source and the target 
then the map 
(BZ/p);;‘,ik 4 CP;;‘:;‘, (14) 
on Brown-Pctarson cohomology is exactly the restriction of the map described in 
Lemma 2.3. I. 
Also in [3]. the Spanier-Whitchcad dual of CP/ is shown to be X:2CPZj_I,‘, and it is 
a consequcncc of [3] that the dual of (M/p) fi:i” is X(BZ/p)I:~5~k_1. 
So if we dualize (14) we get a map 
XPIfIkZ_ * 4 (BZ/p)lf$f, _ * (15) 
that sends the BP-homology generators of ~CP~j--,‘_, to the gcncrators di from $2.3. 
Thus by using the stable splitting of BZ/p, we get a map XCPE’,?, -. P!;;f, that sends 
the generators of BP,,(XCP’!,?l) to the hi in BP,(P$,_‘,) when possible and to 0 other- 
wise. We will use this map to determine the coaction on BP,(P!?,_,). 
First we will have to compute the coaction on BP.+(XP!!;-‘,). This comodule is 
isomorphic to BP*(YECP1,) using Spanier-Whitehead duality. Now there is a simple 
formula for the coaction on BP+(CP “), because the coaction is given by taking maps from 
CP” to 
i.e. the coaction is given by the map 
[CP”, BP] =k+ [CP”, BP A BP-J. 
Call this map 0. It can be described algebraically as the following composition: 
BP,CCxll~ BP,BP[[x,]]-=BP,BP[[xR]]A BP,BP 8 BP, BP, L-Cxll 
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where A(x) = .‘sL. K(.x~) = 1 @ X, and xR and xt satisfy the relationship 
?I‘ = t F ti.Kg [I63 pp. 365-66. 
i=O 
So a(x) = XFti @ xp’. Since @ respects the ring structure of BP*(CP “), the value of Q(x) 
determines 0. 
We will write 
~(.r’““) = (~F(ti 0 .‘cp’))sp* 
= (1 @.@)(I 8 I +spkt,~XP-‘+w2~.?I~p-2+)t’)~‘3P-3+...). 
It is elementary to verify that 
\’ 
P ( 1 ‘yk 2 k - [log,(i)], 
where v&r) is the power of p occurring in r, and [x] is the greatest integer in x. Examination 
of the multinomial coefficients that occur in the wi’s shows that pk-[‘o~~(i)ll~i. The same 
formula will hold in BP*(CP’), where x’+’ is 0. 
This gives the coaction on BP,(CPI,‘_ ,) by using Span&-Whitehead duality. In other 
words, if we use I/I for the BP-homology coaction, and x, for the generator in dimension 2t of 
BP*(cP:_‘,h). 
II/(x_,,p”_,)= I @,x-,,p*_, +spQ, @.?5_,pl’_*_(p_,)+ ‘v~~.K_,p*_,_*(p_,)+~~’ 
whcrc x_, is intcrprctcd as 0 if -j < -r - I. 
Using 15 WC get csscntially the same formula in BP,(B%/p)!2,- ,: 
W -2.p*-,)= l~dd~,p*_~+Spkt*Od_~.,~_q_*+W~~drl~,p*_*y_l+~~~ 
By splitting BC, off of lIZ/p. it follows that ifs = r(p - I), 
I/#+,) = I @I h_,,* + t(p - l)p’r, 0 6_,,_ 1 + w2 @I h-,p*-2 + * . . 
Recall that p’b, G (-u,)-‘hi_, modulo terms involving h, for r < i -j. Hence 
$(b+) z 1 @ b_,,l. - I(--o~)~~, @ b_,,+_k_, 
in BP, BP @ BP,( P:-,p*_k_ I)y- ,). By James periodicity the same formula holds for 
I 2 0. Cl 
COROLLARY 2.5.2. Let L{ E El. -S*(1-“4-’ for the spectral sequence described in equation 
(13), s < -k. TIM 
d,(L”,) = 0~ ,:+‘a --I-‘+ *+(j-“q-l for 1 5 r 5 v,(s -j) 
and if k = v,(s - j), 
Proof. u’,b_, = (-p)‘b_,+j plus terms involving b, for k< -s, so 
di(v(b-,) = di((-pYb,-,). 
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Now by Lemma 2.5.1 
$($bj_,) = $(I @ bj-,) + d’ 
( 
‘y r: t, @ bj-s-k- 1 + terms of lower filtration 
> 
, 
The corollary follows immediately. Cl 
Remark. lj,tl detects the rr periodic element zjGzi in the Adams-Novikov spectral 
sequence for n,(M(p)). 
COROLLARY 2.5.3. 
be the inmye of a dQkrenria1. 
Proof The first statement follows directly from Corollary 2.5.2. 
The second follows from the fact that we know that the possible differentials that land in 
the dimension of x, hit an element of Extj,~$‘Ck-“q-’ (BP,, BP,Xkq-‘M(p)) that 
represents classes (see the remark preceding Corollary 2.5.2) that don’t satisfy the hypo- 
theses on B. Then by the first statement there aren’t any higher differentials that can 
hit x,. 0 
In this section WC prove Thcorcm I. I and Corollary I.,. 7 The fundamental observation is 
Lemma 3.2 which dcscribcs the efl’cct of the dcgrce p map on P,‘yYff. This is used to prove 
Lemma 3.3, essentially describing the cficct of the dcgrcc pk map on P:UyT:y. The desired 
results follow from Lemma 3.3 with some careful bookkeeping. 
In this section, p will be some fixed prime greater than 2. We begin by describing P,‘yYff. 
LEMMA 3. I, P:fff is given by a cojibre sequence 
x’q+q-2M (p) / ---+YU-‘M(p) 4 P;;ff, 
where / = aa6 + bSu und ut leust one of u und b is not 0. 
Proofi Recall 
fik(p:,o_‘f; z(,,) = 
Z/p if k = tq - 1 or k=rq+y-I 
o 
else. 
It follows that P$_ L fits into a cofibre sequence of the required form. 
To see f is essential, recall from $2.3 that 
BP,(P;,Q_+:4) = BP,(b,. . . . , b,,,) 
I( 
,iO cib,+, 
s 
where the cf are the coethcients in the p-series, As a special case, 
BP,(K’:‘f) = BP,(b,,b,+,Mp.b,+, + o,b,,p*b,). 
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So f is essential since 
BP*(P$-+l) # x’q-lBP*/(p)@ x’q-zBP*/(p). 
BY Lemma 2.4.3, [M(p). M(p)],-, = Z/p CT3 Z/p with generators z6 and ba, sofis of the 
required form. 0 
We then have the following lemma as a corollary. 
LEMMA 3.2. The following diagram commutes up to a unit in Z/p: 
P$ f AZ”+‘-‘M(p) 
1P 12 
P$f L x’q-lM(p). 
Proof: The degree p map on M(p) is null, so the degree p map on P,fi?f factors through 
the projection to the top dimensional M(p), i.e. for some h, 
P$f -sc’q+q-IM(p) 
1P ih 
ptq+r_. 
tq- 1 PjJff. 
Now the degree p map is not detected by Z/p-homology, so neither is 11 since 7c is onto in 
Z/p-homology. Therefore no h: M(p) --, P,f;_‘I + M(p) is null, because it is 0 in Z/p- 
homology. So h factors as 
IYJ+q- ‘M(p) -bq-W(p) * P;;:f 
for some h: To see that iis a unit multiple ofa, we need only note that [M(p), M(p)], is Z/p, 
generated by a and since the degree p map on P:l_Cf is not null because it is non-zero on 
BP-homology, 6 is not null. 0 
Lemma 3.2 will serve both to prove the base case and the inductive step of the next 
lemma. 
Fix t and let yk: P’!o, -* PT’, + P,q_kq_L denote the composite of the inclusion of the 
subcomplex with projection onto the quotient complex. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any k 2 1 
commutes. 
P’! d m- P’_4 m 4 P,q-Lq-L 
I- t 
P!? P---+C’q-‘M(p) *’ -~‘q-kq-lM(p) 
(16) 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on k. For k = 1 note that 
P!! 
lrn 
L P’_4, 
1 (17) 
PC l)q- I L P’Q_ _ 0 lh 1 
commutes, and by Lemma 3.2 the hottom map in (17) is the same as the composite 
P:,o_q_l -aq-‘Mu z’q-q-w(p)-+P:&q_l. 
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Since the composite in (16) for k = 1 factors through the composite in (17). this establishes 
the lemma when k = 1. 
Now assume diagram 16 holds for some k L 1. Then we can produce a map 
p: P!?, + Pfrek- ljq_l so that 
P!! 
1; 
-C P!! P 
1 CA.1 (18) 
P”Ik’_ (1 k lb?-1 ---+a-k-Uq-L 
P? “I m - z’q-‘M(p) 
LP 1 I’ 
p(fIk)q 
(I k l)q-1 
"'-~fq-kq-Qf(~) 
both commute. To see this apply Lemma 2.2.3 where x is the map 
and /is the map to Z’q-kq- ‘M(p) given in (16). 
Now because diagram 18 commutes, 
P?4, p.P :::;)-Q,,q_ * p. p(r-k)q If-k- l)q- I 
1 P’ 1 1 
p’_,,% p,,-k-l,,-, Ap,,-k-I,q-I 
commutes also. Using Lemma 3.2 on the upper right hand horizontal map 
(1% 
1P I 
pl’zk’_y 
(I k Iby- I 
~~U-klu-I,qP)._& ~"-k-Ilq-IM(P) 
commutes. Now nzp = akrrI by diagram 19 and P&+, pk = gk+ *pk+ I so wc get commutat- 
ivity of 16 for k + 1. Cl 
We are now ready to prove Thcorcm 1.1, relating R(pkx) to R(x). The theorem has two 
cases; one corresponding to the case when R(x) is detected on a cell in a dimension divisible 
by q in P?,, and the other corresponding to the case when R(x) is detected on a cell in 
dimension congruent to - 1 (mod q) in P?,. 
Because of the observation about the cell structure of Pi in $2.1, these two cases are 
exhaustive. 
Before we state Theorem 3.4, we note that for IR(.u)l - 1x1 s - 1, Lemma 2.2.3 implies 
that ifjER(x) iS a map g’-’ + S-‘q-kq = P:,!q_kq q-kq then it follows that /lifts to a map to 
P-‘q-kq 
,q kq-I = X-‘q-kq-lM(p). This implies that the Toda bracket ‘in Theorem 3.4(i) is 
always defined. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose x E z”, and fE R(x). 
(i) I/)R(x)l - 1x1 E - 1 (modq). then (/; p. ak) n R(p’x) # 4 or R(p’x) is in a higher 
dimension than (i; p, ak ). 
(ii) I/IR(x)l - 1x1 z 0 (mod q), then a, ftz R(p’x), or R(p’x) is in a higher dimension than 
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ProoJ Case(i): suppose IR(x)I - 1x1 E - 1 (mod q), x: S’-’ + S-‘, and R(x) is detected 
onthetq + kqcellofP?,, so that IR(x)l = (r - 1) - (tq + kq). Then by the definition of the 
root invariant 
y-1”.s- 1 y -S,’ = P_“, 4 P,Y+,+ * 
is null. By Lemma 2.2.3, Y ox lifts to a map x to P!!zkq such that 
S-1 & Pl?+kq 
If lV 
S tq+kq = _ s’q’kq 
commutes. By Lemma 3.3 
P’~++_!!_+ * P’_4+Jq - P_ 4 1 
l- t 
p’j+“_ ICI ~rq+kq-1M(p)3.Cfq-lM(P) 
commutes and hence 
(20) 
commutes too. 
By the definition of x, 
is 4hq 0 x, so 
s-‘&P_, - lq+kq P’ p’_+kq- p m tq 
I- I- 
s-1 A%.p 
rq 
commutes. Therefore, if Jllq 0 pk 0 x is essential, then any lift to Sq is in R( p’x). By diagram 20 
one such lift is 
(21) 
But the composite S’- ’ -* E’q+kq-‘M(p) is a lift of/to the cofibre of the degree p map 
on the sphere, and jzk is an extension of ak to the cotibre of the degree p map on the sphere, 
so by the definition of the Toda bracket given in 52.1, the composite in (21) is in (A p, ak). 
Case (ii): the proof is similar. Again let (xl = r. but now suppose R(x) is detected on the 
rq + kq - 1 cell of P?,, so IR(x)l = (r - I) - (tq + kq - 1) = r - (fq + kq). Now choose 
x as before except to make 
S-1 & p’j+kq 
If P 
s’q’kq- 1 -Lx w+kq- IM(~) 
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commute instead. Then the map produced at line (21) will be @‘if= x&o/instead of an 
element of (f. p, zt). 0 
COROLLARY 3.5. For p > 2, xk E R(p’). 
Proof R(ls- ,) = ls-1 since $_i 0 Is- I is detected on homology. It follows from the 
proof of Theorem 3.4(ii) applied to Is- I that 
s-l&s-,k 
ld 1 
s-lb P_‘# 
(22) 
commutes for all k 2 1. 
Since ja’i = ak we need only know that the composite in diagram 22 is essential to 
complete the proof. 
Let .xkE Ext~~~gp (BP,, BP,(Smqk)) be the element detecting at in the E2 term of the 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for ?r:. Write yk for the image of %k in 
Ext&y&BP*. BPq,(P_qk)). yk is a permanent cycle since it is the image ofa permanent cycle 
under a topologically induced map. Since yr is in filtration I, it cannot be the target of 
a differential in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. Therefore, if yk # 0 it detects an 
essential map. namely the composite in diagram 22. 
Now from $2.3. 
BP,(P-,k) = BP,(S -“) (8 BP,( P-,,+,- 1). 
Thcreforc the E2 term of the Adams-Novikov spectral scqucncc for S-q’ injects into 
the El term of the Adams-Novikov spectral scqucncc for P_qk. So yk # 0. 0 
4. TllE HOOT INVARIANT ON M(p) AND TtIE ADAMS MAP 
In this section p will always be some prime greater than 3. 
Let XE x,(,44(p)). Our main results in this section are Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.3. and 4.2.4, 
which estimate R(a’.r) terms of R(x). Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 will then follow. The 
organization of this section is similar to that of $3, but both the statements and the proofs 
are more complicated here. 
In $4.1 we prove Proposition 4.1.6 and Lemma 4.1.7. Proposition 4.1.6 essentially 
describes the effect of the map 1 A a on P,‘:?? A M(p) for k = p + 1. To prove Proposition 
4.1.6 we need to examine PC A M(p) rather carefully-in particular we need to know its 
BP-homology and some subcomplcxes and quotient complexes. 
Once we prove Proposition 4.1.6, we use it as both the base case and the inductive step 
in the proof of Lemma 4.1.7. Then in $4,2 we use Lemma 4.1.7 to prove the results relating 
R(z’x) to R(x). 
4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.1.6 
We begin by describing BP,(P,‘,‘_‘:’ A M(p)). We then calculate the effect of fIP,(l A a) 
on EP,(P$?:q A M(p)) and use these results to prove Proposition 4.1.6.. 
We actually use some results from $5.1 to prove the next lemma. In fact to some extent, 
Corollary 5.1.7 served as motivation for the proof of Proposition 4.1.6. 
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LEMMA 4.1.1. 
BP l (P”-‘f4 A M(p)) = BP,(b,, . . . , tq p, “i’cibm_i: t 5 n 5 t + k @Z”BP*/(p) 
i=O 
Prooj We get a short exact sequence 
O-,BP,(b,,.... b,+,j/ p.*i’cib._i:tSnSt+k 
,( > 
* 
i=O 
BP * (Pfq_‘;’ A M(p)) * lYqBP,/(p) -0 
(23) 
lY 
from BP,(M(p)) = BP,/(p), Lemma 2.3.3, Proposition 51.1 and Lemma 5.1.4. 
There are no comodule extensions in (23) because the right hand term is concentrated in 
degrees divisible by q, and the left hand term is concentrated in degrees congruent to - 1 
(mod 4. q 
For the rest of this section we will need two new pieces of notation. Write Bk for 
and /r, for B,i. These maps are related to fit by 
pk =jofik =joBkoi. 
Our first goal is to prove Proposition 3.1.6. To do this we will need to know something 
about 
LEMMA 4.1.2. 
Bf’*(I A a)(b,+i) = 
0 ij’ i < p 
-I,’ b 2 tti-p ij’ i = porp+I 
Proof BP,(r) is multiplication by uI , so BP,(l A cx) has the etfect of multiplication by 
u, on the summand of BP+(P:yY2:“ A M(p)) coming from the tensor product. 
Recall from $2.1 that cI = u,, and cp+, E u2 (modp) and c, z 0 (modp) if i s p and 
i # 1. Therefore in BP * (P”_‘:’ lr( A hf(p)) the relations from the p-series imply ~~b,+~ = 0 if 
i < p. and ulbr+,, = -u2b,. Finally, u,]c~+~ for dimensional reasons, so the relations in the 
first term of (23) give cp+2b, = wlbr = -upb,+, = 0, in BP,(P:,VfF A M(p)). Therefore 
P+2 
0 = ic, cih+P+2-i= u,br+P+l + 02br+l, 
z 
so u,b,+P+, = -G,+,. cl 
Our plan for the proof of Proposition 4.1.6 is to filter P’?Lq A M(p) and P,,_ I A M(p) 
by subcomplexes and quotient complexes respectively, and use these filtrations to determine 
the effect of 1 A CL The complexes we use are complexes that realize the tower in Corollary 
5.1.7 for X = &l(p) and related complexes. Most of the filtration quotients will be suspen- 
sions of Y(1). so we will be able to use Lemma 2.4.6 to analyze maps from P’!zkq A M(p) to 
P,q_l A M(p). First note that 
Prq_t A M(p) = x”-%f(j7) A M(p) = x”-‘b!(p) V x”M(p). fq (24) 
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Definirion 4.1.3. Let J Y’.V(p) + P& A Al(p) be the inclusion of the bottom Moore 
spectrum. Then / lifts to a map Yq,V (p) + P,Lq_1 A M(p). Call the cofibre of this map 
PT.;‘,_,. 
Definition 4.1.4. Let g: Piq- ’ A M(p) + Z”-‘Xl(p) be the projection to the top Maore 
spectrum. Then g extends to a map Pi’ A M(p) + Fq-‘~f(p). Call the fibre of this map 
PBfq. 
Let X be the cofibre of one of the non-trivial maps x0-’ k’( 1) + V( 1). By Lemma 2.4.6 
[V(l), V(l)],- 1 = Z,‘p, so all choices for X are homotopy equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.1.5. The spectra defined in Definitions 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 hate the following 
properties. 
(i) On BP-homology the map P:i_‘fq A &f(p) 4 PT,‘iffq is projection onto thejirstfacror 
of Lemma 4.1.1. 
(ii) The map PB:,‘_‘f’ + P,‘y4:? A bf (p) is injectire on BP,, and the cokernel is generated 
by b,+kE BP,(P,‘,v::y A ,%f(p)). 
(iii) PT:i’_:‘” fjts into a coJihre sequence: 
~“-l~~pT”c_~l’~~“+“‘v-l~f(p)~ 
fq 
(iv) PB,‘:!:‘qj‘ : rf s rnto (I cofihrc .wqwtu*: 
Vhf(p) -+ rq : f” 4 rq - ’ ‘Y. 
ProoJ: Assertion (i) follows from the ctl’cct on homology of the map 
and (ii) is similar. Assertions (iii) and (iv) are also clear except for the form of X. Either the 
cofibre sequence in (iii) or that in (iv) can be used to compute that 
BP,(X) = BP,l(p, v,)@ xqBP+(p, 01). 
Using this we see that BP,(X ‘q+2’) = BP,/(p, ul) @ EqBP,/(p), where X’q+2) is the q + 2 
skeleton of X. Now there is a projection Xt4+*) + ZqM(p) that has fibre V(1). This gives 
a map V( 1) --* X which has cofibre xq V( 1). 
For(v), consider the map xc: P’q~kq+‘q I A M(p) -+ pcq+kq- 1 q+kq+rq. For dimensional reasons, 
ifs is the map PB”-Ckq lq I -, P’pf:q+r:Y~ icf(p) then ICES is nuli. So there is a map from PB;;_+fq fY 
to the fibre of n. But if WC examine BP,( *) we see that this map as an isomorphism on 
homology. 0 
The next proposition is central to $4, but the proof is somewhat long. The essential point 
is that the map in the statement of the proposition is determined by the homology 
calculation in Lemma 4.1.2. hfost of the proof of Proposition 4.1.6 is an obstruction theory 
argument using the low dimensional calculations of homotopy groups in $2.4. 
PROPOSITION 4. I .6. The map 
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factors as 
EqP!‘,p+ lM A M(p) 4 EqP~;::=;_+;,‘;_ 1 -% PB’,q”_:‘q + P,,_, A M(p). 
The map H fits into a cojibre sequence: 
p+Pb-IX_ ppp+Pf ljq_ 
ct+p lb 1 
_p+P+2b-I~(p) 
la 1H 1 PSI’ 
,,“+_;‘q ___, 
fq 
pB”+:‘q ___, 
rq 
-p+lb7-lq~) 
(26) 
and H fits into a cofibre sequence 
z”+P”-I Y(l)+ p+P)q-lx _~(l+P+Lk-L V(1) 
1 vis lfi 1 J.s (27) 
FM(p) - PB” z 1 )q tq I - rq- ’ V( 1) 
where /L, v and i, are in Z/p, and 1. and p are units. 
Proof Denote the composite (25) in the statement of the lemma by C. The proof of this 
proposition is somewhat complicated. The assertion that C factors is the difficult part and 
then the rest of the proposition follows easily. The proof that C factors is divided into two 
parts; first we will show that C factors through the projection 
so WC get a map II’: P PT,‘,! :pPT :,‘,‘_ , 4 P,,_ 1 A M(p) factoring C. Then WC will show that 
H’ factors through the inclusion PB,‘,Y?:’ 4 P,,_ , A bf(p) to get the map II. 
Let lt (k 5 I + p + 1) dcnotc the inclusion PBtqu, -+ P!~p’ ‘jq A M(p). Because of the 
connectivity of the range of C. C factors through the projection 
giving maps 
c”: ~qP,$+_$+!;q A M(p) + ~qPj;+-~+“q A hf(&+o+-~+“q A M(p) + P,,_, A M(p). 
By Lemma 4.1.2, BP*(C”)(bi) = 0 unless i = p + t or p + t + 1. We will show that 
BP*(C”) determines C” and hence C. 
Denote the inclusion PB:,4_.,_ 1 --, P,$?:,+_“r A M(p) by I; for k 5 t + p + 1. By 
Lemma 4.1.5, 
PBi! m * p(1+,p+ 1M A M(p) + Pfl;‘_r;+ ‘jq. 
Similarly we co-filter P,,_, A Af(p) by PT,,-, if i 2 t and note that there is a cofibre 
sequence 
PBiq_, -+ P,q_, A M(p) + f’T,,_,. 1-3 
Also note that the cofibre of PB’I;“q-r PB!?4, is I?-llq-L Y(l), and the fibre of 
PT,q_I + PT(,+L,q_L is Pq-* Y(I). 
The map 
CI,_~: EqPB!,2’q + P,,_, A M(p) 
is null because the top ccl1 of the domain is in a lower dimension than the bottom cell of the 
range. 
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Now suppose we know that 
Cl,+k-z: P -+Prq-1 * M(P) 
is null for some k, 0 -< k s p. If CI,+~ _ , is essential then it factors through C(‘+k-L)q-l Y(l), 
the cofibre of 
SupposeC,:Z”+k-llq-‘V(l)~P,q_l A M(p) is such a factorization. Let nt be the map 
to the cofibre of the top vertical inclusion in the diagram below. In general the right-hand 
horizontal maps are the cofibres of the corresponding vertical maps. 
F’ +k-Ih-lq1) _22+ p,,-1 A M(P) 
n, 
pT(,+k,q-1 
c”+k-W-Iv(l) 
lY-lY(l) 
~“M(P) 
We want to show that given C, in the diagram above, I[,‘_,’ C, is null, hence C, lifts to C,+ 1. 
nL 0 Cc, z + since for dimensional reasons, 
[F?+k-r)q-lV(l), PTt,+k)q_l] = [z”+k’qM(p), PT~,,~),_,] 
= [x”+“QM(p), x(‘+k)‘J- ‘M(p)] 
= 0. 
Now from our calculation of BP,(I A a), BP,(C”I:+,_,) = 0. Also 
BP,(EqPB;;:$‘;‘)-+ BP,(X”+k-l’q-‘Y(l)) 
is onto, so we have BP,(Co) = 0. Since n, 0 Co 5 l , C,, lifts to the fibre of nk, giving a map 
C, as in the diagram. 
Now since 
BP,(PB,‘$“) --, BP,(P,,_, A M(p)) 
is injective, BP,(C,) = 0. Therefore n,_, 0 Cl is null since it is 0 on BP, and [V(l), V(l)] is 
generated by I,(,,. This shows that Cl lifts to a map C2 with target PB!i?:-l)q. 
Again, ~r~_~ 0 Cz is null, this time because [V(l), Y(l)], = 0 by Lemma 2.4.6. We 
continue this inductively to produce Ct+ l : Z(‘+k- lJq- ’ V( 1) + FqM(p). But by duality and 
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Lemma 2.45. 
[P’+k- “q- l V( 1). PM(p)] = &P-q- l V( 1). M(p)] 
= [v(l). bf(p)lkq-q- L 
= [M(p), v(l)lk, 
This show that C,, z +. 
= 0. 
It follows that Cr,+k- 1 is null. By induction, since we only assumed 0 5 k 5 p, it follows 
that Cr,+P_ 1 is null. So C factors through the cofibre of 
Let H’: lEqPT!:ZpPf:,$_, + P,,_, A M(p) be a factorization, that is C is the composite 
zqp!!+pp+ “q A M(p) & xqPT”+P+ l)q tr+p-ljq-1 LP,,-* /f M(P) 
where n is the cofibre of I, + p _, . Note that H’ simultaneously factors C”. 
Now since 
is 0 by Lemma 4.1.2. and 
BP,(~qP&;I;,: A hf(p)) 4 BP,(Xqf’T;:t’;-‘:;,‘- ,) 
is onto. it follows that 
BP*(zqPq;:;f;;;_, ) B=‘BW’,q- 1 A M(p)) + BP,@‘,,+,,-, A M(p)) 
is 0. So by an argument dual to the one producing H’, the map 
XPp T” + P_' I)‘f_ 
cr+p lbf 1 Lp,,-, A M(p)--+P,,+,-, A M(p)-+PT,,+2q-1 
is null, so H’ factors through the inclusion 
PB”+_:‘q + Prq_ I A &f(p). 
4 
So H’ is given by the composite 
-ppT”+P_‘l)P_ u+p lkl I -rPB,$f_:‘q-+P,q_I A iid(p) 
for some H. This proves the factorization of C in the statcmcnt of the proposition. 
Since 
BP,(ZqP!!+,p+“q A M(p)) -+ BP,(XqPT,‘,‘$‘f,$, ) 
is onto and 
BP,(PB,‘;+-:‘q) --, BP,(P,,_, A hf(p)) 
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is injective, 
0 = BP,(H)@,+,-,) 
-uzb, = BJ’,(H)(b,+,) 
-uzb,+ 1 = BP,W(b,+,+ 1). 
‘To get the first diagram of cofibre sequences in Proposition 4.1.6, observe that 
CVl). W)l,,-I,, = CVl), W)l, = 0 
by Lemma 2.4.6, so 
LX? Vl)l,,-I,, = 0. 
This gives a map of cofibre sequences as in (26). Since [M(p), V(l)],,+ rIq is generated by pi’ 
(Lemma 2.4.5) the map C(r+p+2’~-1M(~)+ C’q+q-l V(1) is not null because 
BP,(H)(b,+,+,) = -~y~b,+,. Therefore p is a unit. 
Diagram (27) follows from 
[V(l). Vl)l,, = 0 
[ V( 1). M(p)],,_ , = Z/p generated by j’/I (2.4.5) 
[V(l), 41)1(,+1,, = Z/p generated by j (2.4.6). 
Again since BP,(ll)(h,+,) = -u2hr, i. is a unit. Cl 
Proposition 4.1.6 is suficicnt to relate R(ax) to R(x). but we need a refinement o relate 
R(cI’,Y) to K(x) with the Icast indctcrminacy. This refinement follows from using Proposition 
4. I .6 inductively. 
juctors (up co a unit in Z/p) as 
Prooj We will use Proposition 4.1.6 to prove the lemma for k = 1 and then use 
induction to deduce the lemma for general k. 
The inner square of diagram (28) 
EqPE?, -T’P?, A M(p++P,,_,_,,,-, A M(p)-P& ,_,_,,, _, 
1 1 T T (28) 
z”-“‘-Ix_ z’pTq_ _ H 0 2,. I - pB”I I:r*_ ,I 1 P)P I _~ll-l-c*-Ix 
commutes by a direct application of Proposition 4.1.6, and the outer squares commute 
because they are from maps of cofibre sequences. Now by Proposition 4.1.6, 
p’-Ll4-1v(l) - xqPTrq_ _ (1 2lq I 
1 VY 1H (29) 
PB”-+ 
u 
11 P)4_ 
1 PM 1 
.Jaldw!s L~,L$+!Is 
s! I! asu!s (bpow) () = 1x1 - I(x)uI 3Sc3 34) y)!m u!%q 2M .(bpow) 1 - = 1x1 - I(x)81 
pue (bpow) 0 s 1x1 - I(x)yl 3JaljM saw3 3tj1 ,Q)c.n:das )1:X) 01 p3,7U 3M ‘~5 U! SV 
slun~.mtu! NNIJ 01 suoyv.,!qddv *z-p 
Cl 
Twwal ay1 Aq 
paJ!nbaJ se I!un e 01 dn , +,(j dew aql y%noJql SJOWJ ,fi OJos ‘ysaqiodhq ayl3npu! all1 Aq 
(l!un E 01 dn) Id q%noJql scowl (I )A t _ h,d7_ ,,I o] uo!)sa[oJd 34) y)!M pasodmos ,fi put? ‘aSC3 
asvq all) 1(q sJo]xJ!J/lna .,fi ,,JSIT awes ay s! (0~) u! 31!sodtuoD aq~ ‘,lj]o uo!lyap at11 Aq uaqi 
al!sodwo3 3q1 aq I/ )a~ pue 
al!sodwoD a~# aq A ial ‘*da 
u! papalap s! al!sodwoD a~# asys l!un e s! y ‘1 7 y JOJ sploq cwwal all1 awnsse MON 
IIo!)3npu! Jno JO asm ascq aql salaldwos s!~J_ .& 01 S)J!I H OS ‘Ilnu s! 
‘(9‘1’p UO!l 
-!SodoJd U! WEJ%t!p aA!)E)nWWO3 JaqlO al# WOJJ JO) 937-s t?WWa~ WOJj MON ‘H al!sodwoD 
wolloq atil 8uuo13eJ XI_~d_I-r)~t(1)/11_b13 daw aql lie3 ‘(1).11-b,3~X,_b,l-r,~ 
uo!isa[oJd aql $hoJql sJol3c~ (82) we~%?!p u! al!sodwoD woiioq ay) aJojaJaq1 
‘I[nu s! 85 weJ8yp u! al!sodwoD wolloq aql I#M pasodwo3 x,_.~,~_,,I + (I)A,_.~,~_,,~ 
dew aql os ‘(62) U! dew Wolloq aql Jo aJqyO3 aql s! X, _b,d_ 1 _,,3 ina ‘salnu.Iwo3 
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p-1 L Ic-‘~-‘M(p) 
homotopy commutes. Also. (t,b _,* A I) J ?I is null. otherwise the root invariant of x would 
have lower dimension, so by Lemma 2.2.3 there is a mapj Sk-r + PZZ-’ A M(p) such 
that 
commutes, and 
Sk-1 i 
__* PI',o-' A ill(p) -* X-“-‘M(p) 
is homotopic to /: Let rbe the map 
(31) 
Now 
is the map a’s, so to find the root invariant of z’x we must look for the largest n so that 
sk-‘~t’-‘,v A M(p) I^,[ c-“t’-‘,y A izf(p) -t c-“‘tJ, A l%!(p) (32) 
is essential. Note that the inclusion P!qu, --t P”r(Zq factors through PB?q,‘q. Now the 
composite (32) above is the same as 
Sk-l/. PI2 * hf(p) 4 PB’_-‘+I” w PC-‘+“4 ri D /+I hf(P)---+ ’ h ” x-wpi-;+ Ihl A M@) * 
z-“P_, A M(p). 
Applying Lemma 4.1.7 to the map 
PB’--:,+“q + p!.-j,+l’q A hf(p)=i~-qrP<-;+“q A M(p) + ~--‘P~~_,_,p,q_, (33) 
shows that 
Sk-1 i -t’:g A hf(p)‘^E:~-qrP:: A &f(p) --+ ~-qrP,_r_rp+,,q A M(p) (34) 
factors through B, ,~f: Sk-’ + Et-‘-‘Pm’+“‘+Jf(p). So if (34) is essential, we have 
B, O/E R(a’x). If it is not essential, ( R(x’x)J > I B,ojl. cl 
Theorem 4.2. I dcscribcs the behavior of R(z’x) if I R(x)l - 1.~1 z 0 (mod y). To describe 
the other case, WC need to define a secondary root invariant on n,(M(p)) in the case 
IR(x)l - 1.~1 _= - I (modq). 
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If IR(x)l - 1x1 E -1 knodq), 1.~1 = k and IR(x)l = k + tq - 1 then for eachfeR(x) 
Sk-1 L-4 x-‘q.tf(p) 
1x 1 
ZE-l,lf(p)~P_ tq *hf(P) 
commutes, where the right hand vertical map is inclusion of the bottom cells. Now if 
m< -rq, there is a lift of/(by Lemma 2.2.3), fso that 
Sk-1 i 
-Pp,‘q A hi(p) 
1x 1 
nbf(p)L’^! P, A M(p) 
commutes. 
lkjinition 4.2.2. Let _~Enk(&\!(p)), [R(s)1 = tq + k - 1. R,(x), the secondary root 
invariant, is equal to the set of maps 
Sk-1 i 
d PI:;_, A M(p) = c-‘q-‘izf(p) A z-‘qM(p) + x-‘q-‘M(p) 
whereris a lift off as in Lemma 2.2.3. 
Note that each f~ R(x) dctcrmines clcmcnts of R2(x), but unlike R(s) WC may have 
+ E R,(.x) or even { +) = R2(.x). 
Rcmurk. Ifj’E R(.Y) is a map Sk- ’ -+ E-‘qM( p) and l E R2(x) corrcsponds to /. then by 
Lemma 2.2.3 /‘ lifts to PI:;_, _ , . In fact because +E R2(x), j’ lifts to PSI:,Y_,_ ,. But 
X-‘q-q-‘V(l) is the cofibrc of ~-‘q-q~Cf(p)-,f’E~~~_,_,, so actually, / lifts to 
II -‘q-q- ’ V(I). It follows that the Toda bracket in the statcmcnt of Thcorcm 4.2.3 is always 
defined. 
THEOREM 4.2.3. If IR(x)l - (xl = - 1 (ndq) und /ER(x) is such thar r~R~(x) cor- 
responds toJ then (B,, z,/) n R(r’x) # $ and t~R~(a’x), or IR(a’x)l > (B,, a,f). 
Proo/: The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 4.2.1. Let 1x1 = k, 
IR(x)l = k + tq - I,_/‘E R(x) as in the hypotheses. By definition of the root invariant 
Sk-1 --L x-‘qM(p) 
1 x 1 
x-iM(p) $3” ’ ) P_,, A M(p) 
commutes. Now by the hypothesis concerning R,(x), we can take the lift of J 
3 P-1 + PI’,’ A M(p) given by Lemma 2.2.3 to satisfy 
Sk-1 / 
- PZ’,v A M(p) -+ lx-‘q-‘M(p) 
is null. Thcreforc~factors 
Now 
5 
Sk-1L ps::y + PZZ A nf(p)-+x-‘hf(p) 
a’ 
-c-‘q-‘M(p) 
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is Z’X. By Lemma 4.1.7, (I/l-t,+P,q-l A I)~z’x is given by 
-z _‘PT_ (,+l+p,q-1 ~X-q’P-,,+P,q-, A bf(P) 
which factors as 
(35) 
sk- I jlJVv l , x-“+p’qM(p) v C-“+“4-“v(p) + 4x-q’P_,,+P)q-l A M(p). 
But $is a lift off to the fibre of a, and j’p’ is an extension of 8, to the cofibre of a, so the 
composite j’/?‘$is in (B,, a,f). If the composite (35) is essential. then j’fi’njis in R(cx’x) 
and l ER~(z’x). Otherwise R(z’x) is in a higher dimension. Cl 
We next note that the proof of Theorem 4.,. 7 I can be altered slightly to give a bound on 
the dimension of R(r’.r) in the case where IR(s)l - 1x1 SE - 1 (modq) and *#R,(x). 
THEOREM 4.2.4. Suppose iR(x)( - 1x1 E - 1 (modq) and + $R,(x). Then either 
B,0/2~R(a’x)/Or somef2ER2(x) and l ~R~(a’x). or lR(a’x)l > IBlofil. 
Prooj: If 1x1 = k and jR(x)( = k + tq - I, we apply Lemma 2.2.3 to fE R(x) to get?so 
that 
and 
Sk-1 Lf':z A b’f(p) 
lf 1 
C-‘%f(p)=+ x-“M(p) 
commute. Now proceed from the paragraph following (31) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 
Then the composite (34) factors through E, ofi where f2 is the composite 
Sk-1 / 
---+P:z A b’f(p)--‘~-‘q-liZf(p) 
hence an element of R,(x) corresponding to& In fact, Lemma 4.1.7 applied to (33) shows 
that 
s’-‘LP:z A ii!(p) 1^2: z-“P:z A M(P)~C-q’P(_,-rp+,,q-t A M(p) 
factors as 
Sk-1 6. ,/I _ z:(-r-v-r+ l)qM(p) + x -q’p(-C-,p+I,q-, A M(P). (36) 
If (34) is essential then B, of2 E R(a’x) and (36) with Lemma 2.2.3 implies that *E Rz(a’x). 
If (32) is null, then IR(a’x)l > IB,of,I. 0 
Remark. In some sense Theorem 4.2.3 is the generic case in terms of behavior under 
multiplication by vi. This is because if Theorem 4.2.1 applies, the factorization of (33) in the 
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proof of Theorem 4.2.1 shows that when the estimate in Theorem 4.2.1 is achieved, 
* E Rz(x’x). Similarly, the statements of Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 show that if either theorem 
applies and the estimate in its statement is achieved then *E R2(r’.x). 
Theorem 1.3 is a Corollary of Theorems 4.2.1, 4.23. and 4.2.4. 
We will use Theorem 4.2.1 to prove Corollary 1.4, We will simultaneously show that 
/!&E R(z’i). Recall that ,,?k = j’b’i’i, SO ,!$ = j/&, 
PROPOSITION 42.5. flk E R(cz,), and /?k E R(x’i). 
Prooj: R(i) = i since i is detected on homology. so (4, A I) 1 i is essential. By Theorem 
4.2.1 either ,?kER(x’i) or IR(x”)l > Ipkij. So we need to show that j/?kl 2 IR(x”i)l, i.e. that the 
map 
kpq+q * bf(P) 
is essential. The proof of Theorem 4 .2.1 shows that this is homotopic to 
--* P-k,,q+q A hl(P). 
Now 
sky- I Is, 
---+z-kpq+q,~l(p)- P_ kpq Cq h br(p) 
1 - 11 1 IAl 
s 
*kq-I& S-k~q+q'I _ Xi'_ kpq+q 
certainly commutes. so if 
Skq-I&S- 
kpq+q+' -+Cf'_kpq+q 
is essential, so is (37). Furthcrmorc, 
Sk’-’ Iliz-%d(p)~P_” A M(p) 
I- li 1 IhI 
skq-I& 
so -fL EP_, 
commutes, so (38) is equal to 
Sk’- 1 "S 0 d xP+,qtq 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
and I/I _” 0 !xk 2r I if II < kpy - q. Therefore if (38) is essential, Ilk E R(rk). 
Our first step is to note that by Lemma 2.2.3, (38) lifts to 
sky-1 B -~-k~~C~.~l(p)~~P_kpy+y_,. (40) 
We shall show that (40) is dctcctcd in filtration one of the Adams-Novikov spectral 
scqucncc and hence is essential. 
Assuming for the moment that (40) is essential and detected in Adams-Novikov 
filtration I, it follows that IR(xk)I = l/&l or Ibkl + I. However. if IR(xk)l = 1fik1 + I the map 
(40) factors through S-kpq+q as an elcmcnt of Adams-Novikov filtration 0 or I. But there 
arc no elements in that dimension with filtration 0, and the elements in that dimension of 
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filtration 1 are in higher filtration once they are mapped to ZP_rp9+~-1. So then 
IR(zr)l = )/$I. This implies then that (39) is essential also. so &E R(q) as claimed. 
To see that (40) is detected in filtration one of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence we 
note that B is detected by an element 
XkE Ext;$g; ‘M-Q (BP,. BP,(M(p))) = Ext@$;‘(BP,. BP,~-kPy+q-l:Zf(~)). 
NOW by Corollary 2.5.3, the image of .xlr in Ext$,gF’(BP*. f?P,(P_,,,+,_ ,)) is not zero. 
Since .y&. is a permanent cycle, it follows that so is its image. Since it is in filtration one it 
cannot be a boundary in the spectral sequence. Therefore the image of .Y~ detects an essential 
homotopy class in nlrq_ t(~_~~~+~_, ). So (40) is essential and detected in filtration I. 
We’ve seen that (38) is essential, therefore so is (37). It follows that &~R(z’i). 0 
5. r,-PERIODICITY IS THE BROW’N-PETERSOS HO~tOLOGY OF TtlE LIS TOWER 
Let X be a finite spectrum with a r,-self map. In this section we analyze the effect of 
applying BP,(.) to the spectra in the Lin tower (4, $1.2) for X. In $5. I we show that for any 
prime, up to pro-isomorphism, BP,( .) of this Lin tower is a tower of surjections of 
o,-torsion modules such that the kernel of the map from one module in the tower to the next 
looks like the Brown-Pctcrson homology of a spectrum with a 19, &I -self-map. 
Then in $5.2 we examine the cast X = M(pk) for p > 3, and estimate the root invariants 
of L$P *-I E n,(M(p’)) and of z,,,+ l:k algebraically. 
Let X bc a finite spectrum such that UP,(X) is all t,,-torsion for i I; )I - I. but BP,(X) 
contains no t;-torsion. Then X is in Hopkins and Smith’s category C, [S. $31, i.c. X has 
a non-nilpotcnt self map rcalizing multiplication by sonic power of (qn. 
The goal of this section is to analyze UI’-homology applied to the Lin Tower, that is 
fIP,(P_, A X) as TV varics.Wc will show that the towcr 
i 
EP,(P _ * A X) 
is pro-isomorphic to a tower of surjcctions such that the kcrncl of the map from the Yh stage 
to the (k + I)” stage is Z’“izI for some comodule izI, indcpcndcnt of k. hf will be shown to be 
a finitely presented BP,BP-comodulc in which every clement is ei torsion for i 5 n, and 
which contains no t’,+ , -torsion. So M has the appropriate form to bc BP,( I’) for some 
YEC”.,. 
WC begin by describing B!‘,(Ptq_, A X) (Proposition 5.1.1). and then WC show that the 
comodules BP,(P,,,_, ) @Jtlp, BP,(X) have the ncccssary properties to make up our pro- 
isomorphic tower. 
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The proof proceeds in several parts. We start with a BP,-Kiinneth Theorem to derive 
the short exact sequence, and then prove the appropriate properties about Toe:;. 
LEMMA 5.12. If X and Y are locallyfinite and connectice, there is a convergent spectral 
sequence, natural in X and Y with 
E:, = Tor$(BP,X, BP, Y) * BP,,,(X A Y). 
Sketch ofproof. The proof given in [2] generalizes to this case. The idea is to resolve one 
of the spaces, say X, by spaces with BP-homology free over BP,. This can be done if the 
Spanier-Whitehead ual of X exists and is connective and locally finite, so in particular if 
X is finite. This gives the lemma for X finite and gives naturality in Y. To extend to 
X infinite, take direct limits. To see naturality in X, resolve Y instead. 
This can also be proved by appealing to the splitting of MLI and using the Am-ring 
spectrum structure of MU to prove an equivalent heorem for MU. 0 
COROLLARY 5.1.3. If BP, ( Y) has homological dimension one over BP,, and X and Y are 
locally finite and connective, then there is a short exact sequence 
0 + BP, Y’IZI~~. BP,X -+ BP,(X A Y) -+ Tar::; _ *(BP, Y, BP, X) --* 0, 
natural in X and Y. 
In the proof of Lemma 51.4 we describe a resolution of length I of SP,(P,,_ ,) based on 
the calculation of BP,(P,,_ t) given in $2.3. Thcrcforc, BP,(P,4_ ,) has homological dimcn- 
sion I and so Corollary 51.3 gives us the short exact sequence in Proposition 5.1.1. 
Now WC discuss TorEP* 1.+_ ,(BP,(P,,_ t), Bf’,X). As usuul, I,, = (p, vi, . . . , I!,_ L)r the nth 
invariant prime ideal of BP,. 
LEMMA 5.1.4. 
p” - 1 
--I 
To$‘;(BP,(P,,_,), BP,/I,) = “-6 F-’ +‘~BP+/I,. 
I=0 
Proofi We will use the definition of Tar. and the resolution of BP,(P,,_ ,): 
0 + $ W’BP*A ~~~‘-‘BP*-,BP*(P,q_,)-*o (41) 
izr i2l 
where q is as follows. Write hi for the generator in dimension qi - 1 of the free module that is 
the domain of q. Write gi for the generator in dimension qi - 1 of the free module that is the 
range of q. Then by Lemma 2.3.3 if we define q by 
l-1 
V(h,) = 1 cjgi-1 
1-O 
we get a resolution of BP,(P,,_ ,). 
To find Toryr;(BP,(P,,_,), BP,/I,) we tensor (41) over BP, with BP,/I, and find the 
kernel of q @J 1. So we are looking for the kernel of 
where ;i is the reduction of q modl,. 
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Recall [ 16, A.2.2.41 that 
[p](.K) = ig: CiXpl 
where F is the formal group law over BP,,. Hence cig 1. if 0 5 j < (p” - I )/(p - l), where cj 
is the coefficient of xifp- “+ 1 in the p-series. So f(hi) = 0 if 
This shows that 
pm-1 --I 
p-1 
@ X’qcqi-lBPI.‘f,, c Tor~~;(f?P*(P,,_,), 5P,/f,). 
i=O 
It remains to check that this is all of kernel of q. Suppose XfZ:aihiE ker($. First note 
that if i 2 c + (p” - I)/@ - I) then 
?trii) = UnQi-((pm- *);(p- I)) + terms involving only lower dimensional g;s. 
Now suppose that k 2 (p” - l)/(p - 1). Then 
a,+ktl,g,+k_(,pn_ ,,,(p_ ,,) + terms involving only lower dimensional g;s. 
But c’, is not a zero-divisor on BP,/I,. so 
t+k 
C uihi $ Wrj). 
This is a contradiction, so k must bc less than (p” - I)/(p - I). cl 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.1. The existence of the short exact sequence follows directly 
from Corollary 5. I .3. 
To see the Tor term is finitely presented we recall Landweber’s filtration theorem. 
THEOREM 5. I .5. [9, ‘i%orerr~ 2.2,p. Thrortvn 2.jtlp 3 Lrt M be a BP,BP-comodule that is 
Jinitdy prrsrnted us u BP,-mod&. Thm M bus a finite jiltrotion 
o=nl,cM,_,c...cM,~M~=M 
SO fht iLli/iZfi+ 1 = BP,/fk$W SOfTIt! k. 
Now assume that Toryr;(BP,(BP, P,,_ ,), BP,(N)) is finitely presented for all N with 
Landwebcr filtration length 5 n. For M with Landweber filtration length n + 1 we have 
a short exact sequence 
O-,M’- M -BP,/&-rO 
such that the Landweber filtration length of M’ is n, which gives rise to the exact sequence 
0 -, Tor?r;(BP*(PIq- ,), M’) -+ Tor?‘;(BP,(P,,_ ,), M) -+ 
Tor~p;(BP,(P,q-I),BP,IIL)~BP+(P,q_,)~’BP,MI~ 
BP,(P,,- I) @.BP, M * BP,(P,,- ,) BtrP, BP,/i, -+ 0. 
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The Key Lemma in [SJ says that if T~fl’.p;(Bf’+(P,~_, ), BP,/&) is finitely presented and 
BP,(P,,- I) BBp. M’ has finite projective dimension. then the kernel K of 
To~~~(BP,(P,,-~),BP,I~~)-,BP,(P,,-~)~~~.~ZI’ 
is finitely presented. But by Lemma 5.1.4, the first module is certainly finitely presented, and 
the second module has finite projective dimension since M’ does by hypothesis and 
BP,(P,,_ 1) does also. 
Then we have a short exact sequence 
O-.Tor~.‘~(BP,(P,,_,), iCI’)~Tor~p;(BP,(P,,-,), M)+ K -0 
SO To~~!‘;(BP,(P,,_~), M) is finitely presented since li’ and Torfp;(BP,(P,,_,), M’) 
are. cl 
The rest of $5.1 is devoted to describing BP,( *) applied to the Lin tower for a finite 
spectrum X. The next corollary allows us to replace BP,( *) of the Lin tower with a tower of 
surjections of simpler comodules. Then Proposition 5.1.6 gives some information about this 
simpler tower. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.6. Let X be a finite spectrum such that BP,(X) is v,_ , -torsion and 
contains no v,-torsion. lf M is the kernel of 
BP*(Pq- I) @,HP, BP,(X) + ~P,(P,,+,- 1) @BP, BP,(X) 
then 
(9 BPJP,, - I )C~H~, BP, X is (111 v,-torsion and contains no v, + ,-torsion 
(ii) As a BP, BP-comodtrle, M is independent oj t up to suspension 
(iii) M is a finitely presented BP,-module that is all v,-torsion and contains no 
v, + , torsion. 
ProoJ By [ 163, since BP,(X) is v,_ ,-torsion it is also a,-torsion for i 5 n - I. Therefore 
(p’0, v:I , . . . , ok:i) c Ann(BP,(X)) for some ii. We examine 
BP*(BE,) = BP*(Py_,) = BP*[lx(]/([p](x)) 
for 1x1 = y. In this ring, 
1 2 1 (it suffices to 
-v n xp” E v,+,Y’“~ mod(p, or,. . . v”_,,X2pn”-q 
because [p](x) = 1’ vix p’. Therefore for a sufficiently large i,, and any 
take i, 2 (c i,) - n + 1 + log,(c ij - n + l)), 
( - v,_P)‘d’ E (0, + , x p”“)‘ti mod(p’O, uy, . . . vf;:i, X’+‘f 
* 
Dualizing this relation we see that in BP,(P,_I), 
16,. 
), 
(- ~,)‘~6, +, 3 cj”; I b, +,_pnlk mod (pi”, vii, . . . V~Z 1, hi : i < r + r - p”lp’“). (42) 
Since as a BP,-module BP,(P,q_ L) is independent of t, the same congruence holds in 
BP,(P,,-, ). Further, since (p”‘, v’i, . . . v~:~) C_ Ann(BP,(X)) the same congruence holds 
modulo (Ann(BP,(X)), 6,: i < t + r - p”lp’-). 
Hence , if It$ip’;,I > lh,l - lh,l, that is if 
Z(p”” - 1)lp’” > (i - t)q. 
then u:~(~,@I x) = 0 for any xcBP,(X). This shows that BP,(P,,_,)@,w.BP,X is all 
o,-torsion. 
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BP,(P,,-,)~BP,(P,,+,,,_,) is onto with kernel BP,(P:,4_r). Therefore A4 is the 
submodule of BP,(P,,_ r) @.gp* BP,(X) generated by 
{b, @ BP*(X)}. 
We have seen M is c,-torsion by the argument above. To see there is no II, + I -torsion in 
61 note that by (42) 
d‘$d;(b, Q BP,(x)) 3 c~‘+(b,+,p”+. @ BP,(X)). 
for i, sufficiently large. Since c, acts injectively on BP,(X), it follows that u,+, acts 
injectively on M. 
(i) now follows, and so does (iii) except for 121 finitely presented. But M is the image of 
BP,(P::- 1) @BP, BP,(X) -L Bf’,V’,,-, )@m, BP,(X) 
so by the Key Lemma of [S]. ,Ef is finitely presented. 
To establish (ii) we observe that the BP,-module structure of BP,(P,,_ ,) is independent 
oft, so it follows that the BP,-module structure of M is also. Furthermore b, is primitive in 
BP,(P,,- I ). so the comodule structure of M just depends on that of BP,(X). 0 
Remark. If we weaken the hypothesis on X by assuming just that BP,(X) is all 
II,_ t-torsion but not all o,-torsion then M will be all o,-torsion but not all u,,+, torsion. 
Geometrically, this says if X E C, - C,, 1 then M looks like BP,(Y) for YEC,+, - Cn+Z. 
1 1 
BP*(f’-I,-,)Q HP,~f’*(X)----+ BP,(P-zq-, A X) 
1 1 
Bf’*(f’-,- 1) Q’HP, BP,(X) - BP*(P-,_I A X) 
1 1 
BP*(P-, 1 QHP, BP,(X) - BP,(P_, A X) 
is a pro-ison~orplrisfn. 
ProoF Choose n so that (f + n)q - I is larger than the top dimensional generator of 
Tor?p;(BP, P,,_ ,, BP, X). Proposition 5.1. I tells us that Torfr;(BP, P,,_ , , BP,X) is 
finitely presented so such an 11 exists. Since BP,(P,,_ ,) is independent of r as a BP,-module 
up to suspension, n doesn’t depend on t. Then in the map of short exact sequence that comes 
from the naturality of Lemma 5.1.2, 
0 - 0 
1 1 
BP*P,,-* @BBp,~P*X - BP* P,c+n,q- 1 @BP, BP,X 
1 1 
BP*(P,,-, A X) - BP,(P<,+aq-, A x 
1 1 
To$‘;(BP,P,,_,. EP,X)- Tor?‘;(BP+P,,+,,q- ,, BP,X) 
1 1 
0 - 0 
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the bottom horizontal map is 0 because To~P3(BP,(P,,..,,_,). BP,X) is (t + n)q - 2 
connected. Therefore the middle horizontal map lifts to BP+P,,+.,q_ I Be,,, BP,(X). 0 
Taken together Proposition 51.6 and Corollary 5.1.7 imply that if we apply BP, to the 
Lin tower for a spectrum X with a c,-self-map, there is a pro-isomorphic tower 
BP,(P-t) @BP. BP, X + Z’qM 
1 @Bp, BP,X +- Zzqici 
BP,(P_,_ ,) @‘BP* BP,X + ZqiCf 
BP&-‘X) + BP,(P-I)@m,BP,X 
which in terms of BP-homology appears to be filtered by finite spectra with o,+ r-self-maps. 
5.2. Algebraic root invariants of generalized a’s 
In this section we analyze some of the results of $5.1 more carefully in the case 
X = M(p’). In particular we determine the module M in Proposition 5.1.6, and use this to 
prove Theorem 1.5. 
LEMMA 5.2. I. 
TorY;(BP,(P,,-,), Uf’,(~~f(p~))) = BP,(P!;::-I’~). 
ProojI Tor,,,(BP+(PIq_ r), M(p’)) is the kcrncl of the map 
BP,(P,,- L) ~~p*(p,q-L) 
and this kernci is isomorphic to BP,(P,‘~f_:-“q). 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. The naps 
BP,(I- ‘M(p’)) Ep*‘JI’*-’ h ‘! BP,(P,,_, A M(pk)) 
Ii/ uniquely across rhe map in Proposition 5.1. I to maps 
BPS-‘bf(p’))-+ BP,(P,,-dC3w,BP,,(M(pk)). 
Prooj: Tor,+,_r (BP,(P,,_ ,), M(pk)) = BP, _ l(Pji’_:-L’q) so is concentrated in degrees 
where ql*. Therefore the composite 
BP*(C-‘M(P’)) Bp”IL”~‘A’!BP+(P,q-, A M(pk))+Tor,,._,(EP,(P,,_,),M(pk)) 
is 0. cl 
The next proposition describes the effect on BP,(P,,_ 1 A M(p’)) of multiplication by 
of-‘. It will also give us an estimate of the root invariant of &o ik where AkE [M(p’), 
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.M(p’)]+- 14 is the Adams map for M(p’). See [ 15, Theorem 6.21 fo: details on constructing 
AI. Here we will just use the fact that AL induces multiplication by cr-’ on BP,. 
PROPOSITION 5.2.3. 
BP,($,,_, A l)(L$J+‘) = 
i 
0 t > -spk 
(-Lp+b_,p* t = -spk 
in BP,(P,,_, A M(p’)). 
Proof In view of Corollary 52.2 it is enough to check the formula in 
BP,(P,,- I) BBp, BP,W(pk)h i.e. in BP,(P,,- I MP’). 
We will write &zL , c.blei in BP,(P,,-,) as if the sum was infinite, although in 
BP,(P,,_ ,)bi is understood to be 0 when i exceeds -t + 1. Then 
-u,b,, = C cibl-i 
i+ I.120 
because of the relations given by the p-series. With similar summation conventions. 
(-(‘,)‘h, = --c,clbO 
=,r~,oC1clhl-i 
= 1 Cl 1 Cjhz-i-j 
i*1 /:I 
= c c,Cjh*_,_j. 
1c1.j*1 
Inductively. 
(-u,)“bo = C Cl,CI, . . . Ci,b-r, -II-.,.-f, 
I,tl.l2*1,..., i,fl 
If n = spk-1, the fact that plc, for 1 #j < p + 1 implies that the right hand side of (43) is 
equal to 
c$;‘b,,+,- ,r+ It,p* - I + terms involving only lower dimensional 6,‘s 
in f3P,(P,,_I)/(pk). But c,,+, = uz (modp), so 
~-$;‘b,~-~_-(,,+,~~-~ = o’~-‘b_,,~(modpk). 
In the next proposition we examine the structure of M, the kernel of 
BP,(P,q- I 1 @BP, &W(P~)) --, BP,(P,t+ ~)q- 11 @BP, %P~(P’N. 
We write Vk( 1) for the generalized Toda V(I) (see $2.1). 
PROPOSITION 5.2.4. The kemel of 
~p,(pw- I) @BP, BP,(~~(P’)) * BP,@‘,,+ Lbq- ,I @m, BP,(M(pk)) 
is isomorphic to BP, ( Vk( 1)). 
cl 
Prooj: This kernel is generated by h, @I I EBP,(P,,_~)@~~, BP,(M(pk)) so by 
Proposition 5.1.6 we need only determine the smallest power of u, that annihilates b, 
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(mod#). We use equation (43) 
(-cl)%= C 
n 
( > j,+...j,=n.irfl jl?. .i 
c$ . . . dZbr*m-i,j,-...-i,,/. (44 
in BP,(P,,_l)~~Bp,BP*~f(pk). Now we need to determine the lowest value of n that 
ensures all the coefficients on the right hand side of (44) are zero. 
We must have n 2 k, otherwise the term p”b,,. 8 1 would not be zero. Actually this 
suffices. Since cp+ 1 is the first ci other than c, that isn’t divisible by p. and co is the first ci that 
isn’t divisible by pf, (45) 
vp(j,,.~.,j,)Lvp(j~ +j2(l . . . . j.) 
implies that it is enough to check that 
k 0 P k-1 1 j Cp+ Ibr+k-j(p+ 118 1 = 0 
(45) 
for each j with k - j(p + 1) 2 0. 
But we know that b,+k-j(p+ ,) has order pk or p’+‘-j@+“, whichever is smaller. Hence 
Pk-jb,+t-j(p+ 1) = 0. So L’: b, = 0, and Is, b, # 0 if j < k. 0 
ProufofThorm 1.5. Proposition 5.2.3 implies that ($I_.,+~_, A I),, A;,,i,, is detcctcd in 
BP-homology by ~~~-‘b_,~. Write y,.k for the clomcnt dctccting 
so )),.k E Ext~;‘$+~“P* - ’ “-ky(BP+, BP,(M(p)). Since ~P,[(II/_,,~,_, A l)~~A;~i,] factors 
through 
BP,(~-“4-‘~k(f))-+ Bf’*(P_,&-, /\ ‘%f(p’)). 
the map (hsp*y+ky A l)oA;oi, is detected in Ext&$,“‘(BP,, Bf*(P_+1+ky A M(p”)) by 
the image of y,,l, under the map 
~-‘P*Y+kY‘%~(p) 4 P_,p*u+ky A hf(p’) 
if this element is not zero in Ext. 
Therefore (t,h_.p~+~,~jkAjfi,) iS detected in Ext&‘$;‘q(BP,, BP*(xP-+p+kq)) by the 
image of /.I,+- !/k under the map S-spL4+k4 + P-+,+kq if this element is not zero in Ext. 
Now from Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 1.1 we already know that the dimension of 
R(a,+- l/k) is no greater than the dimension of /I,+- l,k. Hence either p,fl- IikE R(a,p*- l/k) up 
to higher Novikov filtration, or IR(a,p*- l/k)1 < I/?,,+- l& 0 
Remark: From [15] we know that a@-‘oi = noA;“jk. So we know that 
IR(Aioi,)l 5 IR(a’pL-’ 0 i)l. The proof above can be understood as identifying R(A; 0 ik) up 
to filtration in the case of equality. 
In this section we apply some of the results of previous sections to computing the root 
invariant of ap12 for p 2 5. We begin with some general observations. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Ijpks, then sp’q - 1 I; )R(z,,,~)[ L; spq(p + 1) - 2q - 2. 
Proof The first inequality follows from Jones' Theorem 114, 1.63. The second statement 
follows from Theorem 1.5. 0 
Now we will show that R(z,,,~) = {jIpiz}. The proof will proceed by showing that /3p,2 is 
the only element with dimension between p’q - 1 and p(p + 1)q - 2q - 2 that can be in 
R(z&. We first list the generators of non-zero stems between p’q - 1 and 
p(p + 1)q - 2q - 2: 
Generator Stern Generator Stem 
P24 - 1 
P2Y 
PZ4 + q - 3 
P% + 4 - 2 
P% + 4 - 1 
P24 + q - 1 
p=q c q + 2 
p’q + 2q - 3 
ply + zq - 2 
p2q + ?q - I 
p2q + ?y + I 
p2q + zq + 4 
p2q + 3q - 3 
p2q + 3y - 2 
$4 + 3q - I 
PZY + 3q + 3 
p=q + 3q + 6 
p’q + 4q - 3 
p’q + 4q - 2 
plq + 4q - I 
p=q + 4q + s 
p2q + (p - 3)q - 6 
$4 + (p - 3)q - 3 
P’4 + (P - 3h - 2 
P’4 + (p - 3)q - 1 
P’Y + (p - 2)q - 7 
P2Y + (p - 2)q - 4 
P’Y + (P - 2)q - 3 
P24 + (P - 2lq - 2 
Because of the ccl1 structure of P_,. either IR(.u)l c 1x1 (modq) or IR(x)J 3 1x1 - 1 
(modq). Hence [R(z~,~)[ = - 1 or -2 (modq). So the elements left on our list that can be 
R(cQ,,*) arc multiples of elcmcnts in the table below. 
Generator Dimension pq - 2-dimension 
P2Y - 1 
p2q + q - 2 
P2Y + 4 - 1 
P24 + q - 1 
pzq + 2q - 2 
p2 + 2q - I 
ply + 3q - 2 
p*q + 3q - I 
& + (p 319 - - 1 
PQ + (p 3)Y - - 1 
p2q + (I-J - 2M - 2 
-(P2 - P)Y - 1 
-(P2 - P + I)Y 
-(p2 - p + 1)q - I 
-(p* - p + l)q - I 
-(P2 - P + 2)q 
-(PI - p + 2)q - 1 
-(P2 - P + 3)q 
.-(P’ - P + 3)q - 1 
-(P’ - 3)Y 
-(pZ - 3)q - I 
-(P’ - WI 
By the upper bound on the dimension of R(cY,,~) given by Proposition 6.1, the composite 
is essential, so we will study the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence that computes the 
stable homotopy of P_pzq+2q. This spectral sequence has El-term given by E,‘, = n,S” if 
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s = 0 or - 1 (mod 4) and 0 otherwise. We will denote x E n,S” by &) if we wish to consider 
it as an element of E,t,. 
If XER(+Z) and 1x1 = k. then necessarily by the definition of the root invariant 
(i) SW-*“.S pq-2-L 4 PPq-2_L is essential and 
(ii) SW-* Lssq-2-k + Ppq_2_k lifts to P, for all r < pq - 2 - k. 
Actually Lin’s Theorem implies that these two conditions are both necessary and sufficient 
for .‘c to be the root invariant of something in dimension pq - 1; see 52.1 for more detail. 
Condition (i) is equivalent to ~Pq_2_lr(.x) is not a boundary in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for n,(P,,_: _k). Condition (ii) is equivalent to ~(pq_2_lr(~K) is a permanent 
cycle in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for rc,(P,). 
We will show the only element in the table above that satisfies both of these conditions is 
B p,2. We will need to study some of the shorter differentials in our Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequences. Our work is made easier by the fact [3] that for some s depending only 
on r, 
x;p^qp;+’ _ pk+r+Pq - k+Pq 
so that theoretically, for each II we need only calculate d, in finitely many places to know d, 
everywhere. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. In 11~9 AriycIh--flir:Llhntch spectral .wqumcrJi~r n,(P,). d, = 0 except 
d,: E:“., + Eiq_ ,. * which is mfiltipliccUion by p. 
Proc$ This is csscntially obvious from the homology of P,. When WC take a minimal 
p-local CW-structure for I’, wc get cells in dimensions congruent to 0 and - I (mod rl) with 
rclutive attaching maps bctwccn the cells in adjacent dimensions given by the degree 
p map. 0 
PROPOSITION 6.3. d2 = d, = * . . d,_ , = 0. 
Proof: d2 = d, = . . . d,-* = 0 for dimensional reasons examining the homology of P,. 
Theonlychanced,_, hastobenon-trivialisdq_,:E~q~‘,,,~E;L~:,,.,+q_2.Butdq_I inthat 
dimension is composition with the relative attaching map attaching the kq - l-cell of P, to 
the (k - I)q-cell. This map is in 7rq_ *So which is 0. cl 
We now need more precise knowledge of the relative attaching maps h, where 
b~[M(p), 1%4(p)],_~ is the map making 
a cofibre sequence. We begin with a Icmma. 
LEMMA 6.4. 
(n - l)&z”i = m&z”-‘i. 
Pro$X WC prove this by induction. It is clear for n = I since both sides are 0. Suppose 
the equation holds for some n 2 I. Then by Lemma 2.4.4 
n&t”+ ‘i = n(2a3a”i - a*32”-‘i). 
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But by the inductive hypothesis. nz&z”-‘i = (n - J)&“i, so 
mSz”+ ‘i = Znz&~“i - (n - 1)zGz”i 
so 
nbz?+li = (n + I)absc”i. cl 
PROPOSITION 6.5. fk = u(kbcz + (1 - k)zb)jk u a unit in Zip. 
Proof: Since 
BP*(P:p_ *lq-l) # BP*(z’q-‘M(p))@ BP,(z”‘-“q-“zl(p)). 
fk f *. Therefore by Lemma 2.4.3fk = &6z + bka6 where at least one of a, and bk are not 0. 
Now R(p’)=zk by Corollary 1.2. so p_kq(zk)eE!kq.kq-l is a permanent cycle. Hence 
d,+,(p-kq(zk)) = 0. and d,(p_,,(z,)) = 0 so if we take a lift of zk to E-kq-LM(p), for 
example zki. then j_ kzki ~lr *. By Lemma 6.4 
0 =f-k’a’i 
= (u-k&t + b_taS)zki 
= 
if PYk. 
Hcncc 
(k/j_, + (k + I)JJ_k) = 0 
(mod p). So 
1-k = u((k + l)ad - kiiz) (47) 
where 14 is Some unit in z/p. If /c/p then zk cOr!ImUtcS with all Self maps of bf(p). so & = 0 
and (47) still holds. 
This result (except possibly for the choice of u) depends only on the class of k modulo p. 
so using James periodicity, the same result holds for k < 0. Hence 
X = ~((1 - k)aJ + k8a). Cl 
COROLLARY 6.6. d,: Ed,, -+ E;1_ L,q,,+q_ I is yiorn by 
cl,bJkq(X)) = hk- Jjqb,X) 
up to a urtif ur~lrss k z I (modp). 
d,(p,,(.r)) = 0 if k E 1 (modp). 
II,: Ezq- L,, -+ EG- l,q.. I.,+q_ I is yioen b) 
dq(Pkq -ltx)) = bJ,k-J)q-J(ZJX) 
up to a unit unless k z 0 (mod p) 
dq(pkq _ , (x)) = 0 if k f 0 (mod p). 
Prooj: This is immcdiatc from the definition of differentials in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence now that we know/,. Cl 
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LEMMA 6.7. lf j f -k (mod p) rhen 
dq+i(pjp(rk)) = u~(j-l)q-L(Ix,k+lI;(l+v,(k+I))) 
where u is a unit in Z/p. ffj E -k (mod p) rhen dq + , (~j,(zk)) = 0. 
Proof. In the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, d, + , (pjq(.K)) is computed by extend- 
ing x: S’+jq h Sjq to a map .<: sl+jq + xjq- *M (p) (this is possible since dl(pjq(x)) = 0), then 
composing with 
fi: zjq-‘Al(p) + W”qM(p) 
and then lifting the composite fj 3 .? to a map 
y: Sl+is 4 SG- 1M 
such thatfj.f = iy. This last step is possible because d, is given by jf;.f and d, must be 0 if we 
are computing cl,, , . 
So if x = !&. ?r can be taken to be a’i. Now 
fj 0 a’i = tr(iSa + (I - j)aB)cx’i 
= trj3*” + ‘i + u( 1 - j)aSaki. 
By using Lemma 6.3, if p $ (k + 1) this is a multiple of Bak + ‘i and is null just when j - -k 
(mod p). To complete the calcuhltion. just note that 6xk+ ‘i factors as i 0 zk + , . 
If pl(k + I) in the above equation then 
/; 0 aki = u( I - j)%8aki. 
Then u(l - j)aSrki has filtration one in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence and is 
essential. Furthcrmorc, d, is 0 SC)/; 0 aki factors as i 0 y. So y must be iak + t,(, + VP(k + , ,,, at least 
up to higher Adams.-Novikov filtration. cl 
COHOLI.AKY 6.X. For 1 5 j < P - 2. d,b _(P’_P+,J&,p-,)) = ~‘-(p*-p+I+*~(~~~IPPIP-l). 
ProoJ By Corollary 6.6. Note that zIj?P,P_, # 0 for I 1; j c p - 2, but z, flP,2 = 0. 0 
COROLLARY 6.9. d, = . . . = drq = 0 on ~~-~p~-p+~)y+2q(~p~+~-~)~~~ 0 Sj 5; P - 3. 
ProoJ. d, = 0 on these elements because they each have order p. 
d2 = d, = . . .=dq_wl =0 
because those differentials are 0 in this spectral sequence. dq = 0 because of Corollary 6.6, 
and the fact that rirj = 0. d,,, = 0 by Lemma 6.7. Then 
d dq+,=...=d2q_,=0 q+2 = 
because these differentials are again 0 in this spectral sequcncc. Now 
d2q(/1-(p’-p+j~~2q(ap~+,-2))EI(-,p~-p+,lq(n(p’+,)q-2So). 
The generator of this group is /IPip_i (when such elements exist). Now none of these 
generators live to the Ezq term of the spectral sequence, because 
dq(cc-,p~-p+,~(f3,,,-j)) = ~-(,1-,+/+1~(~,P,,,-j) 
up to a unit. cl 
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PROPOSUION 6. IO. fj0 < j I p - 3 rhm 
d ly+I(~--(~‘-p*j~+C~(lp’+j-2)) = ~-(p’-p+j4(lp:*j,(l+v,p’+j,)) 
up to higher Adums-No&or jiltrution. 
Prooj: In [22] J,(P;:_,) is computed. as well as the differentials in the Atiyah- 
Hirzebruch spectral sequence for J,(Piz_ ,). One of the conclusions is that the differential 
in the hypotheses is as asserted in the J, Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. Since 
d,=... = dzy = 0 in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for II, on the elements 
under concern. we see that dzq A, is non-trivial since its image is non-trivial in the J, 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. In fact since the image of the target of this differential 
in the J, Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence is Zp’+j,(l +v(p’+j)\ the result follows. El 
Now the only elements left on our list that can be non-trivial permanent cycles are 
a ,,,* and z,/3p-‘fi2. But I claim that T,/I~)-~/?~ supports a d,,_ I,q. 
Proof: In order to construct ;I difl&ntial in the Atiyah -Hirzcbruch spectral scqucncc, 
WC first look for all lifts of I(,~(.\-) IO P,: _,. If any of thcsc cxtcnsions arc null when composed 
with the attaching map from 
!: _ ’ I’.; -, --) ,“_‘3 I I , I 
then p,(x) extends to a map to P,:_, _ , . Othcrwisc d,, ,(p,(s)) is given by the composition of 
the extensions into I’:_, with the attaching map to I’:_:_,‘. Now this construction is (with 
Icss indctcrminacy) the same as forming the higher Toda bracket (set [43) of x with the 
relative attaching maps in the filtration of the space under concern. 
Now since the p-fold Toda bracket (a,, . . . , al ) is a multiple of 11, (see [20]). by the 
definition of the Todu brnckct. 2, extends over a (p - I)-cell complex whose relative 
attaching maps are all multiples of 2,. 
The relative attaching maps from C-~k~‘-~c”j’~-‘icI(p) to E-(kP2-P+2+jF~-1M(p) are 
all of the form (~6 + biir) with b # 0 as long as 0 5 j 5 p - I. This means that there are 
choices of units in Z/p so that the following diagram commutes where the map between the 
Moore spectra are the appropriate relative attaching maps in P,. 
i 
s -(kp’- Ilq+p-3 i _ I-W- Ilq+p-3,qp) 
1 u,- 111 1 
s -lkp21y+p-2 i ~-“h+P-2~f(p), 
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This shows that 
(u,11,. . . , u,_~cz~) c (iz,, . . . , a& + bz6). 
But since the first bracket contains only some unit multiple of /II, and the homotopy group 
in that dimension is just 2,‘~. it follows that the second bracket is just the same. The lemma 
follows since this &(k+ I,P~y_ I(BI) cannot be hit by an earlier differential. 0 
LEMMA 6.11. !f ~l-,p’_p+,,q_, (~,/3;-~/32) is not a boundary in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for xL, ( P _ p2q _ , 1. then 
4,- 1)&l-(p'-p'I)q- I hK2B2)) = P-,+1(K’Br) 
up to a unit in Z,‘p. 
ProojI This differential follows directly from Lemma 6.11 unless ,u_~z~_ ,(p~-‘f12) is 
a boundary under a shorter differential. But the only classes that could hit F_~Q_ ,(flr-‘f12) 
under shorter diflcrentials are either boundaries or hit other classes under differentials 
already discussed before they have a chance to hit J~._~z,,_ ,(pf-L/?2). 0 
This establishes the claim. so (/1,:2i. = R(z~,~). 
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